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Libcrtarian
Message
to Gry Libcration

Most members of the gay community are unaware of how opqressed they really are. In almost every
nation-state in the world, fi'ornose*ual aciivities are outlawed and homosexuals are legally traras*gd. --
This makes them one of ihc most persecuted minorities in the world. Whether it be in Hollywood or Havana,
i1 Milwaukee or Moscow, sexual nonconformity is repressed by the state apparatus.

The basis for this repression is two-fold: first. there, is the nature of the state as an institution.
Whether they are elected by a majority or the result of the dictates of an authority, governments are structures

of iorced coirformlty. Onis behaviour must largely conforn to the values of a majority, or a ruling elite.
Your life is not your own; instead, someone can"teil you what_to do simply because he wears a uniform
and has the legai backing of a dictator or a majority vote. Those in power attack minoritJ- groups or
non-conformistl in order"to gain the sanction. oi vot-es. of the others whom they control. This is the
nature of the state.

The second basis for repression derives from ihe concept of objective. value. Yuny. peop]e.believe that
there is an intrinsic value inlhings. This leads them to conilude that their own evaluation of thin-gs,-

whether cars, magazines, money, or sex. are the "true" value of those,things. Thus, if you "know" the

"true" value of ai objeit, there-will be no problem in forcing .your behaviour on others. This is
true whether you are ieferring to Marx's "libour theory -of value", which causes,communist governments

i;-;"G; t orirti"ioats, or to-p"ople who feel thev can force Judeo'Christian values on others. It is

the cbncept of objective value that causes the protrlem. -Z
The libertarian philosophy encompasses beliefs that are contrary to_ _U9$_ot_{te*cj,n9e_p-ts-jlyli"}--

,"pr"$ion ir tur"o. 'we ueiieve thar EVERY IND{VIDUAL HAS A RIGHT TO DO ANYTHING HE
CiloosEs, AS LoNG As HE DoESN'T INITIATE PI{YSICAL FORCE AGAINST ANOTHER
PERSON OR HIS PROPERTY.

The libertarian philosophy truly stands for life, iiberJV, and property, as.individual rights.. Thus' we are

oppoi"a t"-tt 
"- 

iO"" 'ot gore'rrir.nt is a matte.r of principle, and feef that voluntary relationships of a
fiei market are much better than state coercion.

Also inherent in our philosophy is the idea that everyone values things in a.different way. Because

"r"ryon" 
foofr ui tttrgt A'in"-rtiylson,ething very-va1ua61e to one person could mean nothing to another'

1.fr."onty lfring *" frott- to be inh6iently *roig is ihe use of 
_ 
force to get people to .accept what you

want them to. The liberiarian philosoi2hy holds this as a violation of another man's rights. So we

believe, of course, that people shbuld b6 tree to act on their own sexual preferences.

The California Libertarian Alliance is a group of community and campus activists who are striving

to prornote-iti.i. ia*i of iiU"ity. We have sJ*inirs, discussion_gro.ups, and action committees in most

areas of California. Th;r;-;"'gay members, although the emphlasis of the organization is on total
iGrution of all individuals froni itate coercion, and not just gay liberation.

If you are interested in working with us or becoming further acquainted with our philosophy,

write to us' 
california Libertarian Alliance,
Box 572,
Santa Ana,
California 92702, USA,



Bc Realistic-
Dcrnand the tr*possible !

In his book on homosexuality Dr. D. J. West has
some harsh judgements to pronounce on the subject
of bisexuality and it is ironic that this state will often
bring down the scorn of both the heterosexual and the
homosexual with equal vehemence. Both will show
contempt from differing motivations but both will have
dangerously similar reasons for doing so. Anyone
who seemingly wants the best of both worlds will be
seen as greedy and unreasonable but on a deeper level
bisexuality is capable of upsetting the status quo of
both groups and as the atheist diminishes the believer's
god so the bisexual will diminish people's preconceived
notions of sexual conduct which are still rooted in
Judeao-Christian morality.

Dr. West states that bisexuality is "a failure to
develop the strong inhibitions assumed by the majority"
but continues "In itself it can hardly be called patho-
logical and may imply no more than the possession
of a strong sexu-al appetite that seeks every possible
outlet". This is perhaps a typical medical viewpoint
but later he accuses bisexuals of being degenerate
characters: "The individual who acts out the boast
that he can make use of man, woman or beast is
likely to be the sort of person who has to satisfy his
every impulse regardless of the consequences to himself
or others. Such intractable rebels against the mores
of sexual conduct have much in common with patho-
logical liars, criminals and other antisocial types".
Apart from the emotive linking of bisexuality with
bestiality surely it is evident that people who are
rash enough to make such boasts very rarely carry

them into action since sexual bragging is so often
indicative of an anxiety about one's sexual potency
and psychologists have shown that impotence is far
more Iikely to find expression in the sado-masochistic
syndrome rather than in tender and loving sexual
congress.

People can certainly be very anti-social at times but
it is far more reprehensible to be antilife and one
argues the case for a rational bisexuality on the grounds
that we are in danger of extinction as a species even
though many would prefer to ignore this pressing and
urgent fact. Society is often haunted by the spectre
of the farll of Rome and of a community homo-
sexualizing itself out of existence but surely the odds on
this happening are far smaller than on the prospect
of nuclear, biological and chemical warfare becoming
a reality. A bisexual society would stand far rnore
chance of preventing such an occurrence for far from
being a near pathological state it is the most natural
and harmonious mode of conduct that civilized people
can encourage and its implementation would benefit
civilization in more ways than we could now predict.

The often socially acceptable forms of bestiality
(bullfighting, stag and foxhunting and harecoursing)
are only rarely traced to their pathological sexual
origins. The inherent dangers of repressed homo-
sexuality have long been known to psychoanalysts as
they have been known subconsciously to artists and
writers long before the radical discoveries of Sigmund
Freud but knowing about a thing and then doing

Towards a RATIONAL
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something about it do not always follow each other.
It is like the thinking of a person who has a growth
but is deterred from visiting a doctor because he
dreads having his worst fears confirmed. A very human
and understandable reaction but not a very rational
one.

Although society can be shocked at its own antilife
impulses (the more so if it actually sees them) it does
not exert sufficient imagination to realize that life can
be harmed in many more ways than by the termination
of life itself. Society at large has failed to realize that
the continual murder of animals in slaughterhouses
all over the world is not only an affront to the lifeforce
but reduces the stature of the humanity of those
who have to carry this work out for them. Thus we
can see that the guilt that this produces is assuaged
by the psychopathic devotion that people lavish on
dogs, cats, horses and other pets. I see no harm in
people actually kissing animals but t am inclined to
the view that they would not feel the need to do so

it they stopped eatin-s them. At the same time society
does not hesitate to say thai it is wrong r"or a member
of one sex to htrve carnal relations with a member
of the same sex and yet in time of war will sanction
mass murder on all the sexes. Speaking personally
I would rather make love to rny enemy than murder
him and the revolutionary nature of bisexuality was
subconsciously well summed up by Albert Einstein
r,vhen he said "We are pacifists out of biological
necessity".

If society persists in deadening life and crippling
people's ability to experience life in its most joyous
of manifestations which for want of a better word we call
love then it should at least be able to demonstrate
that civilization is indeed benefited by such actions.
One has only to read the misery in one edition of
any newspaper to realize that socieiy has failed because
it has chosen to ignore what psycholo-ey has taught
us over the last 50 years and what common sense
has always taught us. that the need for love in the
human animal is as stron-e an appetite as the need
for: food, water. shelter and clothing. Clothing is
certainly an unnatural addition to human intercourse
but surely only the most ardent nudist would deny
that it is now so much a part of our lives that it has
become perfectly natural.

Just as tr starving man would eat food which under
different circumstances would be repugnant to him so
in life the pressing need for love and afTection can
lead to equally unhappy solutions. This was very
vividly illustrated in Tenessee Williams' play A Street-
car Named Desire when Blanche DuBois is confronted
with the facts of her sordid past which she has been
at pains to conceal, "After the death of Alan intimacies
with strangers was all I seemed able to fil1 my empty
heart with" and later she asks "Straieht? What is

straight/ A line or a road can be straight but the
heart of a human being?" If society condemns Blanche
DuBois for her behaviour then it should be able to
offer a rational alternative for her conduct and the
fact that at the end of the play her mind finally
cracks and gives way totally shows that society' has

failed her just as much as it alleges that she has

failed society. There is no pill or potion that could
'cure' the malaise that troubled Blanche DuBois but
thert is not to say that society couldn't devise prophi'-
lactic measures against such despair and anguish of
the psyche.

Many would claim that the sexual rel'olution is

now an accomplished fact but sexual contacts are
probably hardly any greater in number than thel
have been in the past, the only difference being that
it is now at least easier to talk about them. Even
so, if one is prepared to admit that such contacts hi" e

in fact increased over the last decade it is not t-'
say that mere promiscuity in itself is anythin-e li-ke a

revolution. It might well be the stirrings before such
a happening but it is not an end in itself. The flouei
power iove generation of a couple of summers ag.-

was very shortlived, quickly disillusioned and embittered
It would be wrong to dismiss it as worthless because
it was a brave if naive attempt to tackle a mala,i-
that has been with us for centuries but it ca1ls i-'r
a gigantic leap on the part of the imagination, -Le

emotions and the intellect in order to bring ah-.u:
such radical changes in social patterns of concu;:
and behaviour.

People are often very reluctant to think thr,-'--
their philosophies and will often stop when ther. arrl'.:
at conclusions which conform to their comfrrrtal-3
preconceived ideas. It is this halfhearted intelleiu',
approach which is the real enemy of all true prolieS:
The very human instinct to conform to the ge:e:.i
pattern of one's surrounding environment can "-: --

act as a brake on rational thinking and pure l"g::
and people are beset with the anxiety that should rn:
accept this conclusion then it might lead to the ac;ept'
ance of another which is even more socially unaccep::ble
and in the end these anxieties are allayed uith the
thought that if this is the case then it is perhaps L'e:re:

not to think at ali. People are intimidated b1' pa;e:
qualifications and mrstrust their own thoughis .j.i:
feelings which spring from their own human needs.

Wilhelm Reich postulated that cancer was .ruj3;
by sexual frustration and stasis which is an alain'r::-g

conclusion for the orthodox moralist to accep: i-':
if this is so then obviously the remedy lies in seru:.
needs being fed by orgasm and emotional needs being
fed by love. An enlightened bisexuality or pansexu:,:ir
would automatically double one's chances of ihe-'e

needs being fulfilled but apart from this it would :r
galvanize human relationships and conduct as to am.un:



to a true social revolution. For not only does bisexual
conduct encourage the power to love and to find
orgastic experience it also reduces the things which
divide the sexes and mitigates sexual conflict. It
is a blasphemy to reduce love to biological necessity
and it is a crime against nature to limit love.

Although sexuality is a widely explored and discussed
subject love still retains an element of mystery that
no amount of intellectual or scientific investigation
can unravel. In fact when one wishes to investigate
this phenomenon one turns instinctively more to the
arts than to science since one knows in one's bones that
it is an enigma that lies far beyond the grubby grasp

of science. In Turgenev's novel The Torrents ol
Spring the love that Sanin feels for Gemma is paralleled
by the warm affection he has for her brother Emilio
who undoubtedly had a crush on Sanin. Happitry,

Sanin is so swept along in the overwhelming embrace
of love that he finds he has a surplus to spare for
Emilio too albeit on a subconscious level and at

one point consoles himself for Gemma's absence with
the thought that Emilio reminds him of her. I{ad
Sanin and Emilio expressed their affection in physical
terms it could not possibly have reduced Sanin's love
for Gemma since it would have been love of a different
kind.

This love of a different kind was recently brought
to the attention of a wider public through the film of
D. H. Lawrence's novel Women in Love. Through
the relationship of Rupert and Gerald many people
who perhaps would not otherwise hat'e thought much
about the matter were presented with the potentiality of
bisexual love forces and this must have reflected
many of the subconscious thoughts that many males

feel towards their male friends. At the end of the
film when Gerald is dead Rupert is asked if he needed

Gerald by his wife Ursula who says "You can't have

two kinds of love. Why should you?" Rupert replies
"It seems that f can't. Yet I wanted it." "You
can't have it" continues Ursula "because it's false, im-
possible" and Rupert answers "I don't believe that".

Lawrence was not the first person to give voice
to this longing for a wider love experience within the
human psyche and it is possible that before writing
Women in Love Lawrence had read and his own
homosexual impulses had responded to what Napoleon
Bonaparte had written in 1798: "f shall not have
lived on earth in vain if it is granted to me to flnd
a friend, a being who is more than a brother and

more than a wife, unchanging and just, a measure
of my soul as I shall be of his . . . I knew when I
was 10 years old that another man carried within
himself, perhaps unknown to him, a part of my soul".
Although history does not remember Napoleon as

a bisexual he displayed much of the warrn humanity
and tolerance that grow from such acceptance of
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oneself. He bent over backwards to avord being given
proof of Josephine's sexual infidelities. He insisted on
sleeping with her in a double bed in an age that
regarded such things with distaste. And the Napoleonic
Code adopted in France removed all legal sanctions
against homosexual conduct amongst adults.

It would be wrong to define bisexuality merely as

being capable of experiencing sexual congress with
members of one's own sex (for under given circum-
stances surely everybody would acknowledge the pos-
sibility of this). Better to define it as the ability to
welcome equally sexual contact with either sex, to be
more precise, to welcome and respond to human
sexual contact which one hopes will also dispose of
Dr. West's fantasy about bestiality. This of course
is not to confuse it with the more recent manifestation
which has been dubbed unisex which is the very
opposite of enlightened bisexuality. Bisexuality does
not ignore the differences between the sexes but rather
serves to intensify and emphasize the delightful charac'
teristics which are appropriate to each sex. Rather
than encourage the subconscious to mimic the charac'
teristics which are natural to the opposite gender

it encourages people to explore the characteristics
which are natural to their own sex and which of
course are delightful to both sexes both in and out
of bed.

If people are reluctant to really examine the difier'
ences it is not the discoveries they mi-eht make abottt
the opposite sex that makes them hesitate so much
as the discoveries they might make about their own.

Notions of what is manly and what is feminine are

rarely based on biological facts but more likely on

sociological prejudice. The 'battle of the sexes' is
nowadays a very passe expression but it is still festering
beneath society's surface and the gradually increasing
momentum of organizations like Women's Liberation
gives hope that society might still yet achieve a
harmonious equality between the sexes and see an

end to the present male-supremist pattern of thought
and behaviour which not only reduces the stature of
women but also that of men. In this field alone

bisexual behaviour would bring about colossal changes.
But men are still very reluctant to yield to 'blue
stocking' demands and for deeply held reasons.

Bernard Shaw illustrated this point well in his epic
rnasterpiece Back to Methrselah. After Adam and
Eve have left Eden they are visited by their son

Cain who begins to brag of his prowess in the field
of battle (here Shaw is very astute in his linking of
violence and destruction to sexual matters) but when
Cain connects his deeds with the esteem his wife
has for his virility Eve loses her patience and scolds
him: "Do you risk your life when you trap the
ermine and the sable and the blue fox to hang on
her shoulders and make her look more like an animal
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than a woman? When you have to snare the tender
little birds because it is too much trouble for her to
chew honest food? You have to twirl a stick to feel

your strength: you cannot taste life without making
it bitter and boiling hot: you cannot love Lua until
her face is painted nor feel the natural warmth of her

flesh until you have stuck a squirrel's fur on it. You
will not raise your head to look at all the miracles

of life that surround you but you will run ten miles

to see a fight or a death". Just as nature cannot

afford to recognize manmade marriage so too she

cannot risk accepting manmade deflnitions of what
is 'masculine' and what is 'feminine' if they are not

based on reason.

I am neither a lover of labels nor of inflexible
definitions since they restrict thought and prevent the

spirit from truly liberating itself and life is nothing
It it ;s not always moving, changing and seeking to

achieve mastery over itself. The person who regards

himself as 'homosexual' makes as grave a misjudge-

ment about himself as the person who is convinced

he is 'heterosexual' and one would be prepared to

indulge these notions if they were not so dangerous

but there is a wealth of rational evidence to show

that these concepts are hazardous because they are

false. It was Ursula and not Rupert who was "false

and impossible" even though she was very lovable'

It was not until 1962 that the destructive impulse

of repressed homosexualitli was examined in depth

with ihe publication of the book Btack Ship To ltell
which was written by that lively and lovely humanist

Brigid Brophy. The fact that the book was either

ignJred or^ a-bused by the critics when.it appeared

u"na it only rarely referred to now should not deter

you from studying the sane and rational arguments

and ideas that she explores within its pages' Like
the works of Freud, Shaw, Rodin. Lawrence' Modigliani
and countless others whose philosophy and ar1 have

enriched mankind's understanding of himself the frosty

reception of Black Ship To Hell only showed that
Misi Brophy's critics were no match for her. For if
her critici did not agree with what she wrote they

would have had to counter her thoughts with equaily

rational arguments to show where she had gone wrong

and no one has been able to do this. Of course the

fact that the book was written by a woman may have

only served to antagonize her critics. " In my opinion
it is one of the most important books to be written
in the 20th centurY.

Naturally it would be presumptious of me to try
and give a brief explanation of the import of such

a massive and erudite work but Miss Brophy traces

with unswerving accuracy the outline of the rootcauses

of the malaise of civilization and not surprisingly
perhaps arrives back at the same conclusion that so

many others have reached before her. that love alone

is able to overcome mankind's ills. Miss Brophv
however is in an advantageous position over her

predecessors in that she is essentially a 20th centur\'
person who can and does enlist the help of 20th

century thought to make her points. As she sa1 s

"Psychology is the most useful invention since the

wheel" and one can only despair that its ratitlr.rale

is not so commonPlace a sight.

Although the world around us might give little hope

for optimism things need not always be so and societl
cun hope to overcome the problems which are built
into civilization if it will genuinely seek a way. Irr

Bluck Ship To Hell Miss Brophy gives nlany reas()rls

for hope but the main one is put on the final page

of her book where she states with a succirtct eloquence

that verges on the poetic the simple truth "There

are few ways in which man can be more inuocen'tl1'

employed than in making love" and she conciudes

that it is our duty to dedicate ourselves to this end.

Truth is ofen so simple and selfevident that it
can border on the cliche and although n-ran5r are

happy to sing along with the Beatles' "Al1 You NeeC

Is Love" few are brave enough to face the gigantic

potential of these few words and the implication that
ihey hoId. The argument in favour of the bisexual

poritinn is that such carnal activity' is more likel1

io escala.te to ioving in the bloadest sense of the

word than any other form of seruai activity'. If -rou
feel because of an irrational upbringing oi becztuse

you find it difficult to liberate yourself inrrrediatell'

that you cannot bring yourself to n':aire actuai ph1'sicai

contact with a member of your olvn sex should

the opportunity arise then at least let your imagi-

r.ration become totally bisexuttl and in turn toialll'
loving. Although people will agree rvith the utnrosl

enthusiasm with the therapeutic value of love trne

does not see so many actively engaged in it and

even fewer make it as much a part of their cla" to

day existence as all their other routines and habits

Loving should be reflexive and innate and ntlt stltlrc'

thing that one needs consciously to set after and

pursue. This is why when people 'fall in love' ihel
bo just thatl So unprepared are they for this phen'r'

menon and so unlike their preconceptions do Lhe;

find it that their lirst impulse is to take l'lielit railler
than to face its challenge. There is an elenlent of

dare in love since the risk of being hurr. is in direct
proportion to the intensity of love experienced so if
people are intimidated by this. few will reallr accepi

the challenge and of these even ferver will dare to

"love to the point of madness".

The sut'realists who coined that expression weie

intuitively very aware of this problen-r and expressed

it well in the manfesto they rvrote that was incltidectr

in the programme for Luis Bunuel's surrealist fllm



L'Age D'Or when first shown in Paris in 193U: "The
day will soon come when we realize that in spite of
the wear and tear that bites like acid into our flesh
the very cornerstone of that violent liberation which
reaches out for a cleaner iife in the heart of the
technological age that corrupts our cities is love. Only
krve remains beyond the realms of that which our
imaginations can grasp. Bunuel has formulated a

theory of revolution and love which goes to the very
cclre clf human nature. Thzrt most tragic of all
debates galvanized by wellmeaning cruelty finds its
ultimate expression in that unique instant when a
distant yet wholly present voice so slowly yet so
urgently yells through contpressed lips so loudly that
it can scarcely be heard: Love Love Love
. Love".

Ijorty years after the poetic logic of this statenent
was published it is still not achieved and this shouid
serve to show us that no antount of mere longing
will bring it into reality. The masturbatory fantasy
products and images of the mass media with their
fallacious r:omantic notions and sexnegative feedback
corrupt the natural instincts and sensuality of the
young before love has a chance to liberate itself frorn
its tyranny and the authoritarian structure of society
is thus seifperpetuating. The wrecked in turn becomc
the wreckers.

Although it is perhaps easier to show whar love
is not. very few writers (surprisingly few when one
actualll, comes to research the subject) have ventured
to tackle an actual positive definition of what love ls.
The closest was given by Dr. Viktor Frankl: "Love
is the only walz to grasp another human in the inner-
most core of his personality. No one can be fully
aware of the very essence of another human being unless
he loves him. B1,, the spiritual acr of love he is
enabled to see the essential traits and features in the
beloved person and even more he sees that which is
potential in him. that which is not yet actua.lized
but yet ought to be actualized. Furthermore by his
Iove the loving person enables the beloved pei:soll
to actualize these potentialities. By making him aware
of what he can and should become he rnakes these
potentialities come true". (Man'.s Search for Meaning.)
If the very profound truth of this statement is ap-
preciated and if this spiritual love is then extended a
degree further to inolude the almost" mystical sybolism
that expresses itself through loving. sexual contact
then onlv a person who has never known love could
state that any such contact was wrong and having
grasped the imporl of this reality then the actual
sex of the bekrved person become irrelevant.

Thus to declare anv sexual contact between any of
the sexes as 'wrong' or 'in-tmrtral' is solely the outcoure
of ne-uative considerations and the only'wrong'(trr.
perhaps more accurately. error) that could transpire
froru such a situation would be for these nesative
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views to inhibit full sexual contact. There are points
which are reached in love when it is 'immoral' nol
to allow oneself to be swept along to physical con-
summation. Experience shows however that the
tradjtional moralist's point of view is more likely
to prevail since having distorted people's minds since
they were born they have succeeded all too well in
instilling fear and guilt in the place of happiness and
ecstasy and have replaced love with hatred and im-
potence. Even on a straight heterosexual level the
situation is fraught with neuroses.

The sadomasochistic charade that today passes for
heterosexual conduct is also sadly echoed in homo-
sexual circles and very few homosexuals appreciate
the revolutionary aspect of their orientation. Whereas
the bisexual man or woman is a person who by the
very nature of things will have led a life full of
experience and rich in understanding the exclusively
homosexual person just as much as the exclusively
heterosexual person will deliberately and consciously
reduce his potential experience of life by half and his
potential experience of love by half at the same time.
Whilst orthodox medicine is prepared to admit that there
cannot be such a thing as a 100 percent male hormonal
creature and is even prepared to acknowledge that
there is a latent homosexual impulse within each of
us it has not yet shown the imagination how to
take this thing further and catch up with the genius
of Freud's staggering intellect and realize that bisexuality
is the primal state of the human animal. lt is
therefore ironic that the smallest of sexual minorities
should be able to lay claim to being truest to the
original state. One is inclined to wonder if man's
fall and subsequent expulsion from Eden were not
in fact primitive analogies to illustrate man's deviation
from the sexual norm. Perhaps too the surrealists
subconsciously realized this when they wrote their
desperately moving preface to a film that had the
evocative title of The Age of Gold.

We should not assume that bisexual experience is
necessarily as. rare as we are led to believe. Facts
about sexual contact are extremely difficult to amass
and it could well be that more people have experienced
it than would be prepared to admit. I have in my
personal experience met many people who would
be regarded and would regard themselves as totally
heterosexual and yet at the same time would not
be adverse to homosexual contact if the opportunity
arose. One can only hope that they will continue to
pulsue pleasure and eventually discover the broader
horizons that conscious bisexuality can open for them.

Women in particular would benefit from a bisexual
society for it would at last free them from the tl/ranny
of men and of women's concept of themselves. Even
people who prefer an exclusive homosexual or hetero-
sexual mode of conduct would benefit since the climate
of sexuality would become so tolerant and benign
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that it could only serve to diminish the neurosis
that stems from their condition and would encourage
them in time to liberate themselves also from society's
artificial and unnatural arrangements between the sexes.

Present day society will only tolerate those homosexuals
who are endowed with some outstanding aptitude
in the arts and people still refuse to acknowledge
that there are homosexual footballers, construction'
workers and policemen since these occupaiions and
that predilection do not equate in their minds with
their conceptions of 'masculine' and 'feminine'.

lf society bases its assumptions on biological evidence
then we are done for since biology will readily confirm
that in fact women are the superiors of men. Because
men subconsciously realize this truth they persist in
creating artificial dangers to overcome in order to
maintain the frail illusions they have of themselves.
Men can wash, knit and darn as well as any woman,
as can be proven in the one social context that makes

this acceptable, i.e. men serving on board ship, and
right now in Britain we have our first lady busdriver
proving that the wheels of a bus will obey the directions
of a female as well as any male's. The fact that her
working behind the wheel provoked strike action is

but another proof of the anxiety that female emanci-
pation produces in males.

What men fail to realize is that in imprisoning the
female in her sociological role they also imprison
themselves and any overlap is regarded lvith horror
and fascination in equal parts. It is perhaps not
without significance that any audience at a drag show
is a predominantly heterosexual one and the present
popularity of these shows is due to the fact that such
performances and exhibitions allay the fears of the
average heterosexual and reduce his anxieties by making
him feel that although he does have doubts aboui
himself at least he is not as mixed up as the people
he is watching perform. At the same time drag shows

bolster the male-supremist syndrome and in parodying
women affirm that the cock is still truly the king of the
barnyard. I look forward to the day when women
will perform their own drag shows which will be
just as entertaining and from a man's view much more
edifying.

Ask the average person vrhat they want from life
and they will usually answer "happiness" and yet
their behaviour patterns ensure that they will reap

the very opposite. People talk of being free and yet

fail to realize that liberation of the psyche will brrng
a natural morality that is far more demanding than
any manmade laws and rules could ever be. Truth is
often found in paradox for in some ways truth itself
is often absurd. Evolution itself is an absurdity. To
what end and for what reason do we continue and

why is it that in our very souls we instinctively know
that we must struggle upwards and onwards alrd
never the reverse? Surely the only rational answer

to these questions is because it is so. But there is
a big difference between wishing a thing and bringing
it about. When people truly want to be free in the
fullest sense of the word then the revolution will
not begin in the streets or through mass action but
rather will develop through the gradual evolutionarl'
change that will reject the antilife mores of the Piscean
Age and will set out to understand their own basic
natures and needs. This enlightened selfinterest will
overflow onto life itself and a change in the structure
of society will follow as surely as night follows day.

Those people who state that it would be beuer
to be dead than red miss the point of man's evolu-
tionary nature completely and can only see as far
as their dread of state communism. What they fail
to realize is that not even something as deadly and
as antilife as communism or fascism could final11
remove what Dr. Frankl termed "the last of human
freedoms-to choose one's attitudes in any given set

of circumstances". It is in these same attitudes that
man's strongest hope lies. If mankind has so far
strayed from his biological roots that he is unable to
retrace his footsteps and see where he took the wrong
turning then the outlook for mankind as a species
is grim. But if on the other hand we are not
afraid to face the challenge of our own imaginations
and are prepared to preserve and uphold life there is
indeed hope. We must not fear that which we cannot
yet see. Wilhelm Reich asked himself "What is the
function of the orgasm?" and through asking just
this one question he was drawn into hundreds of
avenues of truly scientific research. The natural serual
impulse towards pleasure must free itself from its
coincidental link with reproduction of the species and
faced with the prospect of world overpopulation one
knows that the time is now right to rethink the whole
function of the sexual experience in man's life on
earth. The truly living man or woman will not hesitate
to celebrate their love through carnal pleasure and
when love fills an empty heart it fills it to overflou'ing
so that the more one gives away the more is left in
the reservoir. It is a revolutionary truth and it is
the same surrealist truth that was expressed in the
dialogue of L'Age D'Or:
"Young woman: You are hurting me with your elbow.

Man: Move your head closer. The pillow
is cooler on this side.

Young woman: Where is your hand? Stay there.
Don't move.

Man: Are you cold?
Young woman: No, I was falling down.

Man: Go to sleep.

Young woman: I have waited for you so long. What

ioy! What joy! To have murdered
our children ! "

Alternatively it is the same truth that is expressed
in the anarchist slogan "Be realistic-demand the
impossible".



WON{EN'S LIBERATION:
Freedom through
counter-revolution

We here in Seattle have iust been (are stilt going) through an experience I think should be instructive
for anarchists everywhere. That's why I've written up the events and iome of the implications as I see them.

Most of the little group of anarchists here work in other organizations, including movement organiza-
tions. Some of us, including myself, work with Seattle's "underground" pressl others*in the bookstori most
receptive to anarchist materiall some in women's liberation; some in schools; and all of us relate in one way
or another to all facets of the movement, trying, rvherever possible, to impress a libertarian content upon
them, co'operating in such of their activities as we believe worthwhile, while resisting submergence in any of
them. I suppose that's probably the way most anarchists work when they find themselves a small minority
in a very factionalized overall radical movement. I don't fhink it's boasting to say that we haye a1 influence
in Seattle quite disproportionate to our numrbers and our resources.

Most of us (not including myself!-I'm 50) are young. So when the Seattle Liberation Front began
organizing here with heavy emphasis on 'oyouth culture", ii was to be expected that Seattle anarchists would
be interested in the Front's activities. We participated, as an independenf contingent, in a number of actions
dominated by the SLF. The accompanying clipping from 6'Sabot" and my account of the same eyents will
tell the rest. Please accept my apologies for its Iength-it just wasn't possible for me to write it up more
briefly without making assumptions about its readers that cannot in conscience be made in this time ani ptace.

For Freedom!

LOUISE CROWLEY.

Who does the organising....
The Seattle Liberation Front

sponsored the Sky River Rock Fes-
tival. Three women were gang raped.
One woman was stabbed attempling
to escape. A fourth rape was pre-
vented by a female "chauvin patrol".

Two days after Sky River, women
from the women's Iiberation nrove-
ment intruded upon an SLF general
meeting. We denounced seven men
who had fucked us over, used and
destroyed people, and created a
white, male supremacist movement
in Seattle.

The movement in Seattle is, in
many ways, a microcosm of the
movement across the country. The

men we denounced are not unusuallv
evil, brilliantly manipulativc. or ex'-
ceptiorral leaders in any sense. All
over the country rnen have defincd
the Revolution. People who want to
act have had to exist in the context
these men set up. We feel a respon-
sibility to sisters across the country
to explain our action and the history
behind it.

It began, in Seattle. with the
arrival of Michael Lerner from Ber-
keley. He set up shop as Radical
Marxist Professcr at the University
of Washington, and used his classes
to inject politics and liberal guilt
into his students" But he was not
coiltent with the notoriety his yippie-

style histrionics and flamboyant
hairiness won him. Lerner used his
voyeuristic Berkeley experience to

-eive him credence, his former room-
mate Jerry Rubin to give him
glamour and access to the media.
The Berkeley Liberation Programme
(with a section on the workers
tacked on) was bait for the "groovy
people" he wanted to use as or-
ganzers.

It worked. A collective was
formed, composed mainly of Lerner's
students. Then, on l9th January, a
meeting was called, the programme
read, and two more collectives be-
gan to pull together.

A lot of us hadn't been in the

I
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movement before. We had looked
into existing organizations and dis-
missed them. SDS was Weather-
MAN controlled. The only alterna-
tive to SDS, Radical Organizing
Committee, spent its time in sterile
debates over meaningless agendas.

We thought that SLF would give
us a chance to connect; that the
collective structure would allow us
autonomy, creativity, and self-
respect.

We might have harmed ourselves
less and recognized sooner the im-
possibility of achieving anything
good in that context if the Sundance
gang hadn't arrived. Chip Marshall.
Bobby Oram, JerT Dowd, and
Michael Abeles, fresh fron.r Cornell
SDS, arrived ready to take over the
Seattle movement. (.loe Kelly was
to arrive soon after.) Sundance
spotted Lerner as a man they could
ruse when he spoke with Rubin at a
rally, three days before the first SLF
meeting. They contacted him the
same day and began their aliiance.
Lerner proviCed the "base on cam-
pus". Sundance provided revolu-
tionary mociels for hero worshiP.
objucts for media infatuation, and
much of the energy and direction of
SLF.

We found our energies absorbed
into a whirlwind of "organizing"
defined and directed by the all-see-
ing, all-knowing eye of the Sundance
centre. There was no time for us to
find and defend what was important
to us. The Chicago Conspiracy trial
was ending-we felt we had to
respond.

RAPE!

TDA came aud went as a window-
smashing melee. We got our riot
credentials running through the
streets breaking bank v,,indows,
pushing people out of the waY of
the rocks falling around them. while
the well-disciplined squad arrested
75 people.

Thc demonstration got Lerner
and Sundance the publicity theY
wanted so much. They were made
SLF by the media, and they were
SLF to the people who poured into
the orga.nization afterwards.

Sundance had injected some youth
culture hype into the programme
and they became the centre of the

Seattle movement social scene bY
arranging huge parties with lots of
beer, dope, wine, and girls. By pro-
curing money for expensive, multi-
coloured leaflets and programmes,
they made an inrmcdiate intpact on
a movement so impoverished that
the acquisition of mimeo paper was
a hassle. Many established groups,
who at first refused to incorporate
themselves as SLF collectives, began
to succumb to what was happening.
And SLF was what was happening.
People were afraid to be left out of
the Revolution.

To the burgeoning and freaked-
out Si- F. the Sundance "command
collcctivc" made clear the only thing
to do was bccome a professional
revolutionary. So people quit their
jobs. dropped out of school, grew
their hair, smoked iots of dope. and
hung out with the people at the
Certury Tavern.

The mass dropout in the spring
made no sense unless we believed in
a teenage revointion-people had
none of the skills necessary to sur-
vive. But it did provide Lerner and
Sundance with a large pool of un-
skilled labour to use as shitworkers.
and people who depended on them
completely for direction to their
lives,

And the ethic Sundance lived by
'*'as not anti-materiaiistic. The ethic
was to rip off. Bobby Orarrr showed
us the way, spending hundreds of
Collars hard-pressed collectives had
earned for an SLF oftice. on Sun-
dance rent and beer. "Living
communisra" was exernplified by
Sur.rdance, who declared eorerything
most people have to do to irurvive
"bourgeois", wh ile exploiting people
rvho had n.roney or worked (mainiy
women) to slrpport thcir incrcclibly
expensive life st1'lc.

We had wanted to excet'd our-
selves. to transform ourselves. In-
stead we found ourseh,es striviug
for collective salvation bv individual
suicide. There was no questioning
of methods, no di-ccussir)n of stra-
tegy, no confrontation of ieadership.
trn our frenzied state of mind. any
confusion. any hesitation rvould hcld
back the Revolution. We had de-
veloped too much guilt and. as pro-
fessional revolutionaries. too much
contempt for the people we were
trying to reach to actualhz build any-
thing. So we tried to lose ourselves

in frenetic activity. Chip Marshall
laid it down for all of us: "f don't
care what the form is, as long as we
keep the motion going."

A woman who used to be in Sun-
dance described their style well:
"Despite our naive intentions to build
ourselves into new men and women,
we found our lives falsely divided in-
to daytime political organizing and
night-time attempts to escape the
unthinking robots we had become.
After evangelistic meetings to or-
ganize dormies, after chaotic meet-
ings full of shoutdowns and bullshit,
after scary and whirlpool demon-
strations the pattern was the same:
go home and get drunk, get stoned,
get fucked, but by all means forget.
Don't discuss the day's activities,
how you felt or what you learned.
Escape it, release your tensions. Be
prepared for tomorrow's repeat per-
formance."

It was only later that we realized
i.loi,l' desperate we had been, and
how afraid and unable we were to
face ourselves, what we were and
what we had become: only later that
we realized how afraid and unable
we rvere to face ourselves, what we
were and what we had to become:
only later that we realized that SLF
had brought into being a way of life
designed to keep us from anger,
from love, from strength, from free-
dom, from all but the illusions of
those things: all of us bound together
by weakness, hysteria, and desperate
need.

But we realized these things pretty
late in the game. Sundancg had ai-
ready abrogated to themselves the
right to define our lives and the
category of "revolutionary". Their
white male arrogance assured them
of their right to do so. And they
rvere rich in capital: mastery of the
Jargon, access to money, media and
ntovenlent contacts.

StiU it was nor until the Roach
Tavern incident that we full realized
what it meant to be women livins
and working in a male-createdl
male-defined ntovement.

The Roach Tavern was a bar
popular with Seattle bikers and the
Sundance crewl a "movement bar"
which held SLF benefits and proudlv
displayed a sign reading: "This is a
man's bar. Women will be tolerated
only if they refrain from excessive



talking."

When a small group of indepen-
dents, Radical Women were threat-
ened and assaulted after tearing
down this sign, they took their com-
plaints about SLF's patronage of the
bar to the only people who had the
power to do anything about it: Sun-
dance. The Sundance men deplored
Radical Women's tactics. "After all,
fascism is going to come down
soon," Joe Kelly philosophized while
writing off half the human race, "we
can't afford to alienate the bikers."

We stayed in SLF, but vre began
trying very hard to develop an alter-
native. Talking with other women,
we agreed that the problem was not
merely that women did the organiz-
ing while men made the speeches.
Our humanity was denied to us.
Michael Lerner could talk about the
availability of a woman for his bed
and joke, "Well, boys, i guess it'Il
take gang rape for this one." (Hey,
Mike heard any good nigger-lynchiug
jokes lately?)

The "woman question" became a
topic of conversation for the men,
but with the carefully drawn distinc-
tion between women's liberation-
liberals and manhaters-and truly
revolutionary women, those who
were fighting for the real (white
male) revolution.

RAPED

The realization hit us that our
oppression and liberatiol r,'.as peii-
pheral to the things our "biothers"
talked about and did. The reaiitl'
of our lives was peripheral to their
revolution.

And we began to realize rve could
not trust them to fight for anyone's
liberation. They exploited womeu in
their daily lives. N4ike Abeles could
fuck a 16-year-old virgin, give her
the clap, not tell her, and leave her.
And he couldn't understand what he
had done: "I don't see how you can
be oppressing someone when you're
socking it to them." And Chip
Marshall was only a little more
sophisticated in his approach. When
asked what male chauvinism was
about, he responded, "It means you
don't treat your giilfriend like a
sexual object." Jeff Dowd could
threaten a woman: "You bitch! I'd
like to sr,rash your face in. Yo'.r're
not oppressed. Men are oppressed.

We're the ones that are dying in
Vietnam and rotting in the jails."

We were forced to use the oppres-
sion of the black people in expllin-
lng our own to movement inen. But
we began to see that although they
responded to that analogy out of
liberal ,euilt, they did not under-
stand oppression, They understood
power. lt was their knowleclge of
the power they had over other
people that sustained their egos and
drove them to action.

By April. as anti-male leadership
grumblings increased, "secondary
leadership" began to emerge. Lerner
and the Sundance rnen chose certain
men as proteges and fucked selected
woiren into leadership positions.

Then the conspiracy busts for
TDA came down. And ihe second
lcvel leaders swaggercd and jived as
best they coi-rld, trying to make it in
ths mcr.,ement. Cne of the macho
men's proteges. R.ick Alba. who was
later io becoi-ne the Sky River bi_s
schtick. did pages of research on
employilent at tsoeing for an alti-
war demonstration there, and pre-
sented it to the SLF. Surprise. Not
a single fact about black oi women
workers.

Manv women refused to so to the
Boeint .'rent: it ria: ju.t-an,,rher
n-rale-defined. male-1ed den.ionstra-
tion Those of us "vho did go sup-
ported one of the womeit on tactical
leadership when she refused to give
hei' sp.'cch after beine rotally irnJred
by' the n-rale leadership. Afterwards
the female exodus fron.r SLF becan
in earnest.

But a fcw days later came Cam-
bodia, Kcnt State^ .lackson State,
Augusta. Everyone reached the
point of freaked-out suicidal hystcria
we'd been headed for. with the SLF
heavies still managing somehow to
define the only proper l'evolutionary
respcnse: stupid, ineffective" "mili-
tant" actions in which women were
ordered into the front lines and were
used as cannon fodder for the
Revolution.

After the strike, many more
people left SLF: sorne disgusted,
some burnt orlt, some resolvin-s
rever to be used again. We'd come
to reatrize exactly what Chip Mar-
shail meant when he said, "In a
rcvolution, people have to be mani-
pulated."
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BURNT OUT

During the summer we were
forced to deal with SLF only twice:
once to stop them from claiming a
women's centre some of us had set
up, as an SLF project; and a second
time to stop Jeff Dowd from hand-
picking people to represent Seattle
on a "youth culture" trip to Cuba.
We read disgusting articles which
offered the nearly defunct SLF as
the answer to a fragmented left.

But many other people had come
out of their "revolutionary" trance.
The feeling was growing that SLF

-and most of the movement-was
merely a degenerate form of what it
claims to be attacking. We tried to
get in touch with our feelings and
the reality of our livest to live as
human beings and do our work.

Then came August and Sky River.
The reaction of the women's move-
ment to the festival was varied. We
were appalled at the arrogance of
sponsoring any rock festival after
Altamont, and especially at SLF's
extravagant claims for it. We
doubted they would be able to
ejaculate politics into the youth cul-
ture whose worst aspects they had
hyped as revolutionary.

But after being assured by the
Hydra collective (who undertook
the festival's sponsorship) that "of
course they were against 'male
chauvinism'-this was a political
event" and that there would be
adequate food supplies, sanitarY
facilities, and protection, some
women decided to go. Hoping that
the festival could be, if not what the
promoters claimed, at least less de-
grading to women, they agreed to
set up a women's liberation booth
and do what they could to politicize
the event.

Then we heard about the gang
rapes. And the reactions of the
men: "Well, it depends on the cir-
cumstances, but I never saw any'
thing wrong with a little fucking
myself." Abeles was not alone in
thinking the horror of Sky River for
women unimportant. Most of the
men brushed it ofI: "I don't believe
there were any gang rapes . ." "the
women got what theY deserved."

We had tried to render SLF irre-
levant. But what it did was still
affecting us as women. We knew
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who had the power in SLF, we knew
who had been the most responsible
for creating an atmosphere in which
rapes could occur and be condoned.
That knowledge shaped our decision
to denounce those men: Mike Abeles,
Ric Alab, Jeff Dowd, Joe Kelly,
Chip Marshall, Michael Lerner, and
Bobby Oram.

We cannot be expected to tolerate
the existence of a movement which
is oppressive to women. merely be-
cause it is packaged and sold as
revolutionary. lt is not enough for
us to build an alternative to it. What
its leaders do still affects us as

women. That is why we felt it
necessary to expose the basis of their
power and attack their use of it.

Both the denunciation itself, and
this statement were done with the
full awareness that flve of the men
named-Abeles. Dowd, I(elly, Ler-
ner, and Marshall-have been in-
dicted on federal conspiracy charges
for TDA.

Although we cannot support a
defence based on macho jive nor an
attempt to use this trial to recruit
people into a sexist movement. we
will support an honest defence.

The defence of the Chicago Con-
spiracy was based on ir-laking move-
ment stars into superstars. Because
of their prominence in the movement
it was possible to rally support on
that basis. The Chicago Conspiracy
were not convicted on the conspiracy
law and there has been ncl precedent
set on its use.

The Seattle defenclants do not have
the movement. status ol' those men.
and a defence built on that basis
will undoubtedly fail. But more
impoltantly. such a defcnce does not
make olear the rcal dangers of the
conspiracy law. What should have
been done in Chicago and what
must be donc in Seattle is to build
a ciefence based on thc rcpressive
nature of the conspiracy traw. not on
the personalities of these defendants.

We feel that an honcst dcfence is
necessary. lf thcre is any hope for
that at all-or for an honest Seattlc
nrovcment-this actioli nlay havc
cleared the war [,rl it.

Love and Power to oLlr Sistei-s.

Fanshen,

Anna Louise Stron_q Bri-sade.

Many lndependent Women.

=-<GEpEpDr--

FOOTNOTE:

After much consideration of our
actions involving the denunciation
and statement, our self-criticism led
to two deletions from our original
statement made at the SLF meeting.

The first is the diminution of the
list by one name, that of John
Leland. emcee at both the BulTalo
Party and Sky River Rock Festivals.
His name was first included because
of the justiliable anger many women
felt at the callous and inhumane way
he treated them from his powerful
position behind that electronic phal'
lus, the microphone. After consider-
ation, his name was removed from
the list. We are attacking a kind of
real power used by certain men to
fuck over people. Leland was a
symbol to us; he too has been used.
Our anger is not symbolic; our
battles cannot be.

Another part of the original state-
ment which was omitted after recon-
sideration was the urging that these
men get out of town. That would
certainly be a relief to us, but what
a trash to the rest of the country to
wish to inflict this group on some
other locale. Besides, legal require-
ments force most to stay.

2 .... and who learns what ?

If revolution be-whatever elsc it may also be-a
qualitative acceleration of changes in the whole fabric
of society, the process that leads to a fundamentally
different set of social, economic, political relationships,
with new ethical values and new life-styles appropriate
to those changed relationships, then we are all now
engaged in revolution. And if revolutionists be those
who, being engaged in revolution, embrace it and make
their engagement conscious in order that they may
exert on the revolutionary process such inlluence as
they can to enhance the possibility of its achieving the
kind of society they desire, then we are all revolutionists.

Such definitions seem almost too elementary to need
formulating, yet what is implied in them is the too-iittle-
considered crux of the matter that came tc issue in
Wednesday'sl meeting. Namely'.. whether wc. as revo-
lutionists, know what kind of society we want to emer*qe
from this revolution. Make no mistake about this: the
society that is created within the microcosm of the
revolutionary movement will be the society that en.rerges

from the revolution if the revolution succeeds. A
macho movement will create a macho socien'. A
movement that averts the blatant manifestations of
macho culture by the expedient of internal policing
will create a police state in the exact de-eree that it does
so. A movement doninated by men rvill create a
society dominated by men, a nlovement dominated by
women will create a society dominated by women.
And a movement in which men and rv()men, unable
to function together as equals. seek a power balance
in separatism will, if it succeeds. create a separatist
society precariously balanced on the edge of total
species -uenocide.

Because differential conditioning from earliest child-
hood bends the nale personalitv toward self-assurance.
assertiveness, and a relative willingness to venture.
while deterring the development of those qualities in
the female personality, even the most consciously revo-
lutionary women find themselves at a baffiing dis-
advantage whenever they try to exert their ideas and



their wills on a sexually-mixed grouping. Repeatedly
rebuffed, shunted aside, or at best misunderstood by
rnen whose conditioned assumption of dominance per-
sists even as they denounce its overt manifestations,
women tend to vrithdraw froin such frustrating and
unproductive encounters. Those who accept the per-
sonalities society has foisted upon them, yet retain the
will to implement their Cesires, may become expert
practitioners of the so-called "women's wiles"-the
expedients, not without psycholcgical validity, of ambi-
tious slaves from time immemorial. Others may content
themselves vrith roles supportive of what they have
been brought to believe is a larger or momentarily more
urgent issue than that of thcir own subjection--and
when their contentmerit rvears thin, there are always
plenty of men, and deluded won.ren, to assert the over-
riding urgency of some campai_en or other.

Now, at long last, wonren are coming to realize that
no issue has more in-rportance or more urgency than
that of establishing new and non-degiading rclation-
ships between the sexes-that no gain tlia-t mieht be
jeopardized by women's irisurgeitce is worth another
day of submission or procrastination. But so long as
this conviction is no nlore than a gut feeiing. however
strong, arising from a woman's ccnsciousness of her
own oppressicn, she lacks the capacity to defend it in
debate. Aware, then, of her vulnerability to the always-
ready charg" nf irraiiorrai emotionalisn-r'" she may seek
a power base in solidarity with othor $/omen. unwit-
tin-uly or in desperation thereby setting in motion the
machinery of a polarizatiot even more destructive
than those with rvhich the revolutionarv movement is
currently affiicted.

This process, already begun, may actually achieve
short-range gains. The other night men, impressed by
the women's display of the kind cf power thEy respeci"
were all too ready to accept the viomen's ac[ion as a
coup, and line up behind nev,z leadership that appeared
to promise a displacement of the old. The women's
power base is probably still too ner,v and not yet strong
enough actuaily to effect sLtch a coup; but it is not
inconceivable, given women's ever-increasing desper-
ation, that it might srow to truiy awesome formidabiiity.
Consider that poteitial. Do ive really want a socieiy
held in equilibrium only by the coniinual see-sawing
of power blocs? Unless a sounder alternative to
domination develops, and devetrops rapidly, within the
movement, that is the future in store for us, if we have
a future at all.

We women know that the gut-level reaction that
impelled us to denounce SLF's self-assumed leaders
even at the very moment they are facing conspii,acy
charges is valid and right. We have the obligation to
exptrain its rightness" not just in terms of its being
psycholo"ricaliy satisfying to us, but in terms of iti
validity as an act that can further the deveiopment of
the non-coercive society this revolution must bring to
birth. To do so as fully as it needs to be clone will be
to create a truly revoluiionary ethic, lack of which has
heretofore been the critical" weakness of the entire
rnovement, and without which all its efforts are fore-
doomed' 

* * *

Of necessity, this paper is being written in the heat
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'of events, and must repeatedly refer to those events,
for it is a part of them. The section above, intended
onXy as an introduction, was written immediately in
advance of a meeting called last night (September l1)
at the Fanshen Collective, to discuss, with SLF women
and particuiarly those of the SLF Defense Collective,
the rilplications of Wednesday's action in relation to
the impending conspiracy trial. It was read at that
meeting, and its writer took active part in the discussion
there, a discussion finaliy stalemated in disagreement.

Faushen is an independent women's collective, formed
some months a"eo by women unable to work any longer
within the Seattle Liberation Front. Its activities have
becn concentrated in the field of women's liberation,
anci particularly in efforts to help lvomen overcome the
submissiveness to which they have been reared. The
so-cailed "youth culture" of which rock festivals are a
part has little appeal to Fanshen women.

The Seattle Liberation Front was formed in a whirl-
wind organizing campaign in the winter and spring of
1970. Michael Lerner, one-time roommate of Jerry
Rubin (an eminence of which he frequently informs
people) was teaching that academic year at the Univer-
sity of Washington, and received considerable publicity
in the local press as Seattle's new radical professor.
SL,F was created when he was joined by a group of
ex-SDS organizers newly arrived from Ithaca, N.Y,
According to rumours that preceded their arrival, they
were extremely competent. experienced organizers who,
r.rpcn the bleakup of SDS, had surveyed the revolu-
iionary potential of a number of cities throughout the
ccuntry and singled out Seattle as the place most worthy
or their atiention.

The first couple of weeks of their residence in Seattle
ivas apparently spent in acquiring a small core of local
lotriowers among Seattle people cut adrift by the frac-
tionaiization of SDS, and in cementing their alliance
with l-erner, who was to provide their "base on
carlpns". Those of us with longer experience little or
not at all related to the University were ignored;
subserquent cvents seem to substantiate their apparent
evaluation of such elements as irrelevant to the nature
o1' the organizing they came here to do.

Thereafter the University District and the young hip
communities of Seattle were suddenly flooded with
reams of two-colour printed leaflets and folders an-
nor-rncins the advent of the Seattle Liberation Front.
In a rnovement so imp''ovsrlrll"0 that acquisition of
minreograph paper is a real hassle, the resources
suggr:sted by this deluge of propaganda were very
inipressive. Simultaneously a round of parties, with
krts of free dope and free booze, swept bored high-
sciroolers into their orbit, and the opening of collective
irouses provided these young people with well-stocked
refuges from parental pressures and stultifying class-
xooms. The rhetoric that accompanied this Tammany
tactic was a superficially appealing blend of turned-on
hedonism and Weatherman-type heroics, and the com-
bination seemed to be extremely effective.

Existing centres of revolutionary activity in Seattle
were dealt with somewhat differently. Each was urged
to incorporaie itself as a collective in the SLF. The
very independent group of anarchists of which this
writer is a part was approached with the argument
that their doing so would enable them to impress a
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libertarian content upon the entire organization. In
view of the fact that the SLF's I4-point programme
(virtually identical with the programme of the Berkeley
Liberation Front published in the summer of 1969)
had already been widely distributed, nost of us saw
little or no possibility of our participation's turning the
SLF from a course already incompatible with our
objectives. We declined the invitation. Certain other
pre-existing ,uroupings accepted; presumably each
group that the SLF organizers considered relevant was
approached with similarly customized arguments.

At this time the original organizers of SLF were
concentrated in the Sundance Collective. popularly
recognized as the "leadership" collective. lt was from
Sundance that the initial energy and resources flowed.
Lerner's Yippie-style histrionics and flamboyant hairi-
ness quickly rocketed him and the mushrooming
organization to media prominence. Throughout the
spring, SLF was what was happening in the Seattle
movement, Every promising demonstrative event was
preceded by enough SlF-signed propaganda to promote
an image of SLF as its primary impetus and sponsor-
ship. Sundance speakers escalated the demonstration
around the Chicago conspiracy verdict into a trashing
action met by the lorce of Seattle's Police Tactical
Unit, which of course clubbed and gassed many more
pacifists than street-fighters. Among the arrests that
resulted from that demonstration were those which con-
stitute the basis of Seattle's impending conspiracy trial.

By late summer, complaints were rife from SLF
members (and ex-members) manipulated, ripped off,
or sexually exploited by Sundance people and the elite
clique that by then surrounded them and their ever-
changing harems. The Sundance house itself had been
broken up and its personnel dispersed to make their
expertise available to other collectives. Several still
nominally SLF collectives had begun to function as
more or less autonomous groups, rejecting the clique's
leadership. The funds with which the original
organizers had made such an impact on the Seattle
scene were being depleted.

The Sky River Rock Festival and Lighter-than-Air
Fair has become the major annual event to the turned-
on communities of the Seattle area. This year its
sponsorship was assumed by the Hydra Collective of
SLF. It was billed to take place in south-western
Washington immediately before and after the American
Legion Convention, and to be suspended during the
convention in order that people from Sky River take
part in planned protest actions in nearby Portland.?
Advance publicity represented that its early, pre-
convention days would include workshop sessions in
preparation for heavy action in Portland. Typical SLF
rhetoric promised to convert Sky River to a mobilization
for attack on the American Legion and a celebration
of certain victory-and then to establish a permarent
community on the land it was purchasing for the festival.

As Sky River turned out, it was just another rock
festival, with three gang-rapes, one death, and a lot of
people sick from diarrhoea and Mexican Reds. lt
ran right through the virtually undisturbed American
Legion Convention. There was trouble with the amps,
trouble with the food distribution, trouble with the
water supply, trouble with the sanikans. There was
rain and mud. for which Hydra Collective cannot be

held responsible.
Last Wednesday, September 9, a meeting was calleci

at the Free Store operated by SLF's Tupamaros Collec-
tivet among its purposes was evaluation of SLF's
handling of Sky River. Fanshen women, women from
the Anna Louise Strong Brigade (another autonomous
revolutionary women's group) and independent women,
incensed at hearing of the gang-rapes, gathered before
that meeting and agreed that the glamorization of
"youth/drug culture" prevalent in SLF, and exemplified
in its most macho aspects by the personal lives of its
media"recognized spokesmen, was to a large degree
responsible for the atmosphere of commoditization of
women in which rape not only could, but inevitably
w<>uld, occur. The reaction of most men told individu-
ally about the rapes was that Hydra Collective, or the
women themselves. were remiss in their responsibility
adequately to patrol the festival. To the women, this
was begging the question; at issue was the promotion,
by SLF's policy-setting clique, of the orgiastic rock-
festival culture as a prototype of revolutionary society.
The women entered the Tupamaros meeting in force
and announced their intention to discredit that clique,
nation-wide; nothing less than SLF's endorsement of
that denunciation could they accept as earnest of its
professed good intentions. Of the men they named,
two attempted a bluster:ing denial; others were either
not there or diiigently making themselves inconspicuous.
No members of Hydra Collective appeared to be pre-
sent, presumably because they were aware, even without
foreknowledge of the women's intentions, that they
would have been criticized there for several aspects of
their handling of the Sky River/Portland promotion.

A spokesman for Zapata Collective (at odds for
some time with SLF's leading clique but no more con-
genial to the women who have passed throu_sh it than
other collectives of SLF) announced its support of the
women's actjon and broke up the meeting with an
invitation to all r.vho wished to implement their demands
to adjourn to lhe Zapata house. There, men of Zapata
and others expressed their belief that tighter organiz-
ational forms and stricter discipline were the needed
remedial measures.

By the following day Fanshen had received a letter
of support signed by several SLF collectives. It is
probably safe to assume that in all cases, support was
proffered on a similarly unsound basis.

SLF's Defense Collective, however, was concerned
that public denunciation of the indicted persons would
hamper elTorts to raise funds for their legal defence.
This problem had been seriously considered by the
women who engaged in Wednesday's3 action. Having
already explained their position to the one woman
under indictment, they called a neeting for Friday
night.* at Fanshen. to discuss it with others still in SLF.
It must be understood that these women constitute a
coalition united only on the overriding urgency of an
immediatr:, public denunciation of the men they con-
sider most responsible for promoting the macho ethic
in SLFI otherwise, there are serious political disagree-
ments anrong them. SLF women offered little and
unconvincing defence of the men in question; most
agreed with the coalition's criticism, while insisting
adamantly that they delay its implementation till after
the trial, The coalition intends to compose its denun-



ciation Monday evening, though the people who will
be composing it are by no means united in the reasons
they advance for its urgency. There, this weekend,
the matter uneasily rests.s* 

*

Probably all of the women who participated in
Wednesday's' action and the deliberations that pre-
ceded and followed it are aware that they sliced into
a multi-layered malignancy that evening. Recognizing
that stripping from the individual men their capacity
to project themselves, anywhere, as movement leaders
is no more than the topmost layer, they feel it must
be cut through, at whatever pain, now while the scalpel
is in the wound. Their experience as women has
taught them that should they defer to political expedi-
ency at this level, they will have relinquished once
again the opportunity to penetrate the cancer to its
depths. In fact, they will have rene.ged on their right
to. To bog down in debate on this issue, once this
position is understood, is to waste critical time on
superficialities. r * *

There is as yet no effectively wide cognizance. among
women or among men, that seeking to deal with sexism
by altering the movement's organizational forms is
scarcely more profound. Sexism is not, in essence, a

structural entity; it is a philosophical one. Its eradication
cannot be accomplished even within the microcosm of an
organization without exposing therein the dichotomy" of
authority and submission that underlies it and. regu-
lating all social behaviour, constitutes the soil in whicir
it grows.

There are sound reasons for this. Sex is the one
quality natural, readily recognizable, perceptible at
birth (that is, at the moment social conditioning n-ray
begin) and of life-long permanence whereby all the
individuals of a society and of the entire species may
initially be divided, to be subjected to difierential
rearing and social experience. That difierential-and
not the transitory power of adults over children which
diminishes as they grow and which they may exercise
in their turn over the following generation-is the
archetype of social authority, from which all oppressive
relationships derive. Within these derivative divisions

-those of class, caste, etc.-the original dichotomy
into a sex reared to assume authority and one reared
to submit to it everywhere obtains, accustoming all
individuals alike to a conception of social authority as
flowing inevitably from nature itself. It follows from
this conception that while the persons or groups in
authority may, in a redistribution of power, be deposed
and supplanted by -others (even by those they have
formerly oppressed), the role of power as the ultimate
regulator of social relationships is seen as immutable.

The present situation could be resolved at that level.
Presumably-unless one accepts the misleadingly in-
complete ethnologizing upon which Marxian prehistory
is based-our most distant male ancestors assumed
dominance by virtue of those physical characteristics

-to wit, generally greater size and strength. and more
importantly, freedom from pregnancy, child-bearing,
and nursing-advantageous to them under conditions of
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primitive, probably still weaponless, society. Develop-
ment of technology has since undern.rined the relevance
of those factors. Conceivably, a power shift could now
place women in a position of eguity. This is the level
to which the Women's Liberation Movement is now
willing to probe.

Remembering that the society of the future will be
the society that grows as that of the present is dying,
consider the tensions clf a world in which the power
principle rctains credence and sexual equity is main-
tained by parity of power. Certainly-for that too is
inherent in social dynamics-ideology would arise to
moderate its fundamental insecurity. But cancer at
the root would rernain, threatening to llletastasize if
ever changing conditions should disturb its tenuous
equilibrium. Rigid social structures would be adduced
to buttress itl scientists of both sexes would propose
biochemical means to stabilize it: and because these
things would be needed, they would prevail. It would
be a very brave new world indeed!

But if the principle of social authority, however
"naturally" it may have arisen in that distant past
rvhen our primate ancestors crouched helpless before
brute fclrce, be recognized as no more immutable in
our natures than other bestial traits we have outgrown
in our long evolution. then new vistas of freedom
excite our imaginations. challenging to the utmost our
intelligences and our wills. When that happens. we
transcend being wonen or being men, and glimpse
what it might be to be human.

We ourselves. men scarcely less than women, were
consigned to half-humanity at birth, to expand our
potential as we could in a milieu adverse to the develop-
ment of traits not considered appropriate to our sexes.
Do we not seek a society that imposes no such trammels

-nor any others-upon the full humanization of our
ch ildren'l

It is in periods of epochal revolution-those over'
whelming transformations of society in all its parts,
effecting-the most fundamental changes in the whole
fabric of human activitv and relationships-that hunran
nature itself is transformed. Restraints that moulded
the socially-pliable hurnan personality are loosened.
and latent potentialities break forth. That revolution
of epochal magnitude best documented in our history
is that which comprises the social phenomena clf the
Renaissance, the Reformation, and the lndustrial
Revolution. Before it resolved itself in bourgeois
society. the most searching phibsophical visions and
the most extravagant social experimentation emerged
from its flux (see, for example, The Pursttit of the
Millennium, by Norman Cohn); thereafter, the new
conditions fastened their own. different, limitatiorrs on
personality development, repressing those traits inimical
io capitaiism's cbmpetitivE ethos. Yet among the
potentialities that, biiefly and with tantalizing indis'
iinctness, can be discerned in surveying this aspect of
epochal revolution is an urge toward, and a capacity
for, egalitarian sexual and social relationships that
transcend need for moderation by the power principle.
It is this potentiality that the epochal revolution in
which we are now engaged can bring to fruition. If
it does not, ecological disaster, nuclear catastrophe, or
induced genetic manipulation will put an end to the
opportunity.
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To encourage this potentiality, therefore, must be
the prime purpose 

.ot 

oo, r:roru,to:u.y ethic.

Aplomb of the women of Fanshen and of the Anna
Louise Strong Brigade was shaken by the resistance
they met from other women at Friday's meeting.l Only
one retreated from the coalition's position, br-rt all feel
vulnerable to the accusation that issuance of their
public denunciation will harr:r the defence. The fac[
is, of course, that the shoddiness of SLF's or"ranizing
methods had created no sound base for their defence
in any case. The insurgent women and their SLF-
accusers both know this. They knor,v too that if the
defendants lose in court for whatever reasons. the in-
surgent women will be blamed and too probably (being
yet only partially free of their conditioning as the
blameworthy half of humanity since Eve) will shoulder
the guilt. Monday's" meeting at Fanshen" called to
compose the denunciatory statement. was largely spent
in mutual restoration of confldence. General agree-
ment on content, and an outline, did emerge, and a
draft is now being written. The women want to be
very careful in phrasing the statement they prepare
forpublication. * * *

That the present revolution is in<ieed epochal in -scope
was indicated, by its juxtaposition with others of like
magnitude, in an article which this wriier co-au-thored
(Beyond Atrtomation, Monthly Revie-'v. November,
1964). Though events continue to threaten its curtail-
ment, the potentiai remains: and the thoroughgoing
revolutionist must be oriented to the fullness of its
possibilities so far as they can be envisioned. lt js

from this approach that one must anal"vze such
phenomena as today's efflorescence of immoderatei,rr
varied, interacting sub -cultural con-rplexes-f or exan.rptre.
the interweaving of violently coercive and passively
libertarian elements in the drug-dominated "vouth cul-
ture" SLF's leading clique has espoused.

The outlaw motorcycle gangs-Hell's Angels is of
course the type specimen-that aroused media intelcst
in the 1950's weie then composed almost entirely' of
recent veterans of the Truman administration's "police
action" in Korea. Their ethic was that with which the
military had indoctrinated them, reinforced by arro-
gance lent them as overseers of a despised non-white
population of alien culture and infused with a con-
iemptuous arceptance of life-expendability. the intensity
of which perhaps derived from the peculiarly massive,
human-wave character of Korean combat, They were
the killers General Hershey had demanded, unfit for
the grey-flannel America to which they had returned.
Their ethos-racist, anti-intellectual, scornf ul of aii
qualities but ruthless force, and utterly self-serving of
immediate ends-became the mark of the "outlaw"
aberration of a pre-existing rnotorcycle-oriented society
already highly machismic. Its egoism was tempered
only by that degree of in-,eroup solidarity needful for
the gangs' depredations and for mutual support in the
prevailing climate of conformism (itself largely a pro-
duct of that related phenomenon of ihe '50's, (Joe)
McCarthyism).

Capitalism's overtures to a newly susceptible youth
tnarket simultaneouslv created the media imase of the
Fepsi generation. With young workers unnec6ssary to
sophisticated production complexes, social adolescence

-the period between puberty and initiation into the
social and economic institutions of adulthood-had
been unnaturally prolonged; and with more family
incomes high enough to providc relatively ample ailow-
ances, this limbo was ripe for cxploitation. The com-
rnodities that sold most successfully were those that
catered to its most pressing iieed: entertainment to
distract adolescents from the banality of their function-
less lives. Deprived of socially meaningful challenge
to their maturing capacities-even intellectual excite-
ment had been pabr.rlumed out of their schoolwork-
teenagers (boys; the girls were better conditioned for
banality) sou-eht thrills by playing chicken with souped-
up cars. They could be sold phonograph records,
portable radios. Coca-coia" drive-in n:ovies; and their
consumption was stimulated by a spate of vicarious
sensation aimed at them from new television screens.
Fopula.rized by the niedia thzrt panciered to their ennui,
the outlaws' predatory mores began to pervade the
fantasies and the occasional outbursts that meliorated
the esserrtial emptiness of their tecn years. This process
continued through the '60's, while the attention of
more purposeful young peopie, whose long-range life-
plans saved tirem from the adoiescence trap by giving
consequence to ccntinued schooling. focused on the
civil rights movement and the student upheavals that
followed it.

The white and black, raale and female youth who
challenged the legal and extra-legai institutions of Jim
Crov,, in the eariy '60's entered ihat struggle with deeply
hunranistic vaiues. The rejection of violence that
characterized it at the beginning was not merely a
tactical stance, but an ethical imperative. As they have
in the peace movemenl adhelenis of the Society of
Friends have always involved themselves in endeavours
to promote racial equiiy and in some degree impressed
their ethic of moral suasion upon other white opponents
of racisrn. When, during a post-McCarthy relaxation
of Supreme Court conservatism, this Quaker-derived
cornmitment to non-violence was met b}i a sirnilar black
cornmitment which florved, thrcugh Martin Luther
King, both from elernents of a reconstructed Early
Christianity and fronr Gandhian Satyagraha, that junc-
ture touched off the iiitegratcd Civil Rights Movement
and infused it with sudden vitaly.

But the exigencies of the Southertr experience shoved
principles aside; as a telerzision play of the period
stated with such succinctness this writer has not yet for'
gotten the words, '"T'here is Right, and there is Wrong;
and there is Expediency, by which we are forced to
operate". The moral discipline enjoined by Satyagraha
was incompatible with life-styles prevalent among
blacks far more estranged from the American Dream
than were the congregations of King and his colleagues.
To people whose conditions of life are so insecure their
every plan is more iikeiy than not to go agley, fore-
sight is uselesst to people so harried by adversity their
brief chances at pleasure must be snatched catch-as-
catch-can or lost forever, self-denial is a perversion.
For them to exercise restraint has more often contra-
vened their interests than served them; so the person



who would urge such qualities upon them, for the sake
of some future good in which they can have no confi-
dence, risks being adjudged an agent of their oppressors.
When the Civil Rights Movernent grew to enoompass
those whose mores rvere formed mSre by the realities
of black experience than by the exhortations of their
preachers, the contradiction literallli tore it apart.

Expediency's victory was complete when v,zhiie civil
rights workers accepted their expuision from SNCC.
When leading black men in the ilo.zernent recoiled
from the risk of cultural submergence ir-lhercnt in intc-
gration, it was anrong other things their privilege as nienl
that they were defending-the priviiege to lorcl il- over
"their" women mor:e nakedly than white-liberatr society
condoned. Guilt-ridden white intesralionists had al-
ready relinquished their ri-eht to denlur from argument
put forth by blacks, and they failed to reclaim it even
at this indignity, thereby reinforcing the subordination
of women in the radical movement. Liberals and
radicals refuse even yet to face up to the culpability
of thus sacriflcing black ancl white women to^a pliry
for black-male power parallel to the; white-ilale power
of Babylon.

After all, Right is no less right for being inexpedient
under any given set of conditious. That the rnores of
a society may aid survival and enhance faring in that
society does not of itself make them wolthy of accept-
ance by people seeking social change. (For an obvious
example: inurement to drudger,v and scorn for the
"weakness" or "laziness" of those of his station who
resist it may make a labourer's eondition more toler-
able, but those scissorbill vaiues will never serve to
liberate him, nor to flt him for a society that does not
need nor want his unthinking physical toil.) Therefore
if we refrain, even if out of respect and sympathy,
from judging elements of a peopie's foikvrays according
to whether they are conducive or inimical to the quality
of life we hope to help brin-t about through our involve-
ment in the revolutionary process, we iettison the
compass by which we must steer. What the quanciam
advocates of non-violence renounced in succurnbing
to the principle of power-both those, mostly black.
who jumped on the new bandwagon and those, mostly
white, who withdrew in stricken self-effacement-was
not integration alone, but Integrity.*

The meeting (originally scheduled for last night
(Wednesday't) and postponed until toniilht'). at which
a draft statement was to be brought befor:e the ra',omen's

coalition, has now been postponed again. Presumably
its writer feels obliged to relate most scrllpulously the
circumstances that compel them to issue it.

Meanwhile, men of SLF have themselves met to deal
u'ith the crisis the women's insurgence precipitated.
Rumours have reached this writer that at least one
man of Hydra Collective denies that any rapes tooh
place at the festival, and has statecl that if they did,
the victirns "got what lvas coming to them". This
rumour may of course be partially or entirely faise, but
its credibility to women is unquestionable. Because
a common hip seduction ptroy assumes that a realiy
"liberated" woman would be at all times eagel: to
copulate with any man, women believe that assumption
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to_ be widely held among men. Given that all women
who attend rock festivals either are liberated or pur-
port to be, it follows from the assumption that a woman
who there refuses intercourse is peiversely unco-oper-
ative and (given also the power frinciple!) deservei to
be.raped .a.s punishment f^or her^obstiiacy.
. fh". ability to engage unashamedly in desired sexual
behaviour'.- expeliencing therefrom whatever pleasure
hel individual sexuality, .without irrational repression,
inclines her to, is certainly one criterion of a woman,s
inncr liberation. Women- feel baffied by the apparent
need to assert something so obvious to them'is the
fact that this does nof preclude the occurrence of
heaithy. individually varying disinclinations to sexual
activily, and that the immunity from psychological
coercion that enables a woman to respeit her-dis-
inclinations is also a criterion. no less catigorical.

Out of the South too came the music that welded an
agglomeration of estranged teenagers into a (however
single-faceted) "teen cufture". In the mid,50,s Elvis
Presley's novel adaptation of black rhythm-and-b1ues,
together with the then-unwonted sensuaiity of his style,
sounded a rallying-cry for the nation's adolescents.
Almos'i overnight, enthusiasm for rock'n'roil defined
the specifically teen-age consumer market. Thereafter
rts consciousness of itself as a distinct social entity
was moulded chiefly by the permutations of the musi-C
to which youth, and youth alone, preferred to listen.
Because their elders flatly abhorred ihe new pop music,
adolescents' devotion to it sharpened the alwdys-existing
complex of misunderstandings and antagonisms between
the -qenerations. In each city one or more broadcasting
stations switched their pro_uramming schemes to appeal
exciusively to teenage listeners. Wooing this audie^nce,
song-writers fed into the adolescents' new transistor
radios a sympathetic stream of laments for the indig-
nities and constraints they suffered under the persecu-
tion of unfeeling parents. while songs like "Leader of
the Fack" and "Black Leather Jacket with an Easle
on the Back" reflected and promoted an increasi"ng
identiflcation with elements more dramatically outsid6
the pale of dominant society. When the exuberant,
defiant vitality of the Beatles burst upon their ears in
the early '60's. its impact kindled ihis smouldering
resentment to rebellious pitch.

'lhe musicians, of course, were far ahead of their
listeners. Even while the jazz from which rock'n'roll
a.nd its successors ultimately derived was being created
by victimized blacks in the Deep South, its creators
ntitigated the wretchedness of their lives by taking
narcotics as well as by singing the blues. The first
white musicians (Biederbecke, Mezzrow, et al) who
followed their interest in jazz forms inio the social
rnilieu that gave rise to them found that the path led
to drug usage just as surely and soon as it led to the
random violence and the compensatory sexuality of
Jim Crow folkways. Use of illegal narCotics had iong
been crrrnmonplacL in the relativily unsegregated worli
of popular entertainment. It was so too in bohemia
and certain other subcultural and ethnic communities,
but in its almost total confinement to such marsinal
elements of society it impinged little on the consclous-
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ness of Mr. and Mrs. Average W. American. Certainly
the expurgatel, "1azz" popular in their youth nevei
presupposed an audience under the influence of drugs,
though the dixieland of Prohibition honky+onks hid
foreshadowed as much.

The drugs to which emburdened people most com-
pulsively turn are those which diminisfi percepion of
their pain, those which stimulate energy fof perf6rmance
of their onerous tasks, and those which release psycho-
l9glcal tensions strung taut by suppression of 

-their

desires. A modicum of such drirgs is usually permitted
them by the laws that govern their society,'ai a deter-
rent to potentially rebellious discontent and as an aid to
productivity; frequently the internal mores of their own
sub-cultures allow for more potent ones, or add drugs
of-_a type appreciated for their capacity to provide
hallucinatory respite from the stultifying drabness of
their lives. Because drugs of this fourtli category are
fraught with the disturbing potential of alienating their
users from objective and social realities, the upholders
of social order approve their use only by those-such
as mystics-whose alienation provides a stabilizing
leaven of devoutly-held misconceptions. With the
moderate use of alcohol and mild depressants and
stimulants generally accepted (stronger ones being legi-
timately obtainable on certified occasions of unusual
need) and all other drug-taking ostracized to under-
worlds of minimal social relevance, the United States
appeared to have this situation well in hand at the
onset of its current round of military aggressions.

Early opposition to these aggressions had its roots
in the Ban-the-Bomb movement and was composed of
several strains: (1) moral condemnation of all violence
whether institutionalized or personal (e.g., the Friends);
(2) pacifism, i.e., philosophical opposition to organized
warfare; (3) anti-imperialism-which stiain includes but
is not limited to the socialists, and can be subdivided
into those who, in accordance with their several per-
suasions, provisionally advocated more or less non-
violent methods and those whose strategy did not so
limit them; and (a) simple fear that-any military
adventure in the post-atomic era threatens general
annihilation. The tone of the movement was legalistic
and its personnel was overwhelmingly middle-aged.
Only when disintegration of the civil rights struggle
cast its whites adrift did a significant number of younger
people join the peace movement. Most were earnest
college students who initially respected its established
pattern, but among them were traumatized veterans of
that fateful summer in the South, their postulates
shattered by cultural shock, the ferment of their ideas
and emotions irreconcilable with the mov,oment's un-
imaginative reliance on tactics demonstrably powerless
to cope with the Johnson administration's intransigence,

Other such veterans went back to their universities,
their widened sense of possibilities tortured by poignant
awareness of the mutilations there inflicted in the pro-
cess of curbing each human student's potential to one
of the vapid norms prescribed by custom and catalogue,
Disillusioned with both the dominant society and the
political left that had traditionally given guidance to
those in rebellion against it, many soon dropped out
into campus-fringe communities of beatniks whose
articulated values appreciated individuality, pursuit of
happiness, and creativity unfettered by formal disci-

plines-but whose life-style, ghettoized as they were,
was prone to disorientation and opportunisrn.

Thus by diverse routes and with unlike ntotives,
critical proportions of widely d isparate strata of
America's youth came ahnost sinrultaneously to recep-
tiveness fclr the potent hallucinrt_qen that hacl recently
escaped its laboratories. 

,f 1.

A draft of the denunciatorv slatcnlcnl lras at last
(September 23. two weeks after the wonten's irruption
into the Tupanraros mecting) bcen submitted to thc
women clf the coalit.ion. It is a conrposite accounl rlf
experiences that revealed SLF's prevailing ethos and
convinced them that Sundance was prinrarily responsible
for its propa-uation. Several of thc wonren suggestcd
alterations jn the text. and 1he rewritten draft is being
scrutinized by an att()rnev to evaluatc its probable
effect on the trial and to detect any irradvertant libel.

The women's defensiveness reflccts no weakening of
their resolution. Rather. it js a nreasure of thc dama-ue
society routinely inflic:ts on w()nren's e-sos: even their:
most determined undertakirrgs ar'c hauntecl by self-
doubt and anxiety. But the w()nren of F:anshen and
of the Anna L.ouise Strong Brigade are n()t insensible
of the social pr()cesses by which their sense of self-worth
has been mutilated" Had their gr()up assrtciation
functioned effectively to repair the danra-se. they should
have been able to act with n.rore dispatch in a situati,rn
where hesitating jmpeach"t.r,n"'. contentjon of urgency.

Throughclut the '5()'s. in ht-rmogerreous suburbs and in
the "high-achievement" (read high-expectation) tracks
of city schools. Spock-reared n-riddle-class ]"oungsters
had moved uneventfully toward adolescence. their
parents never doubting that pelnrissiveness srt idyllic
(in retrospec:t of the fr:ustrations of a less-enlightened
parental despotism had inrposed on their own chilil-
hood) would ease the slresses,.rt'thcir srowitrs tlp.
But environment carefully artifactecl to minimize their
exposure to harrowing experiences (and tr, nritigate the
emotional impact of those lbal coul<l not bc avoided)
had accustomed thenr to shallowncss of ntir.td and
feeling; satisfaction. on dcnrancl. of all satiablc <lesires
(with contrivance of distractions frr'tnr tltrlsc not rcadily
gratiliable) had failed to preparc [[.renr t() cope rl'ith
hindrance. -lhey 

reached their leens with a vulnerably
low threshold of frustration-tolclancc. gulls l',ri' the bc-
flowered new prophets of lnstant Utopia. -l-hus fronr
the start of its evan-gelical phase. the hip sccnc swept
up these once-sheltered adolescents in droves. and its
media image quickly took on the crtnfigurations of
their psychology: an unaggressive libertarianism, a
rose-tinted faith. a dilTuse and passive goodwill. As
the flower children sustained theil new lifestyle by
dealing drugs. the scene snowballccl. Asicle front its
illegality. drug traftic is really a rathcr typical ntercan-
tile enterprise. and as such it tends to corrupt those
who live by it as well as to attract thosc already un-
scrupulous enough to turn another's need to their own
profit. The more yeun-s people turned on to drugs.
the more took to drug-dealing; ancl the more took to
drug-dealing, the greater became the traffic's drive to
expand its market. The flower childrcn soon ceased



to be the donrinant conrponent in the hip scene. if
indeed they ever had been.

The key facts to be kept in mind here are (l) widely
differing segments of youth came together in the
common illegality of their involvement with drugs, each
brin-qing into the hip scene elements of its own origins,
often in contradiction to those of other segmentsl-and
(2) for all the visibility of a home handicraTts industry,
drug traflic. supplemented by panhandling and ripping
ofl, is the real ecttnonric base of the entire dropout
hip culture.

At first the college-oriented New Left was divided
in its attitude toward drugs. Opposition to prohibitive
laws does not necessarily involve approval of what they
prohibit. and rnanv New Left activists were wary of
drug use. as diverting potentially revolutionary dis.
content 10 pers(ual escape-trips. and as exposing ntove-
ment pe()ple and centres to needless police attention.
But as the hip scene bur_eeoned. it brought into en-
lightening conflict with law and traditional morality
nrore and more young people whtt, however disgruntled
with their lot in capitalist society. had not before
oppugned that society's fundamental values. The New
Left's initial caution was dispelled as hippies swelled
the ranks of peace demonstrations and spurned recruit-
ment into the military/industrial labour force. By
varying degrees. most factions of the young left came
1o welcome the entire hip scene. and in defending its
inchoate ethos against the establishment. came to adopt
it in all its jumbled confusion.

But not all the forces that. during the course of
revolution. serve to undermine the foundations of old
society can help to build the new world we desire.
Amid the inconsistencies of the youth/drug culture is
muclr that is at least as pernicious to an ernbryonic
free society as it is to the n.roribund capitalism that
called it forth. We revolutionists do not need to kill
the cor.rstitutional capitalism we have known, for it is
already dyin-e. Nixon and Agnelv cannot save it;
they can only replace it with a rlore total despotism.
The deceptivc rnysticisms. the suicidal self-abusiveness,
the fear-generating predacity. and the coercive
machisnro that thread through the youth/drug scene
are not revolutionary; they are simply destructive.
Useless as it may be to deplore therr (they are, after
all, inevitable n.ranifestations of old society's decadence),
it is far worse than useless to extol and foster them,
for while the institutions through which a non-coercive
society can function are yet unformed. our alternative
is nrore vulnerable than Nixon's to their impartial
destructiveness. :r * *

That krng-awaited statenlent has finally been pub-
lishecl in .Sabot. Seattle's new "underground" weekly,
and sent to other publications around the country.'
William l(unstler. attorney fr.rr the Chicago conspiracy
defendants. spoke on the University of Washington
campus on behalf of the people indicted here on similar
charges, and thou-sh he had been informed of the
wonen's position and had read their statement, his
only (and slightly veiled) comment on the whole thing
was to condemn people who would raise disruptive
issues at a tine when unity is so imperative. Now,
(almost a month after the Tupamaros meeting) it
appears that his shoulcler-shru_eging attitude is that with
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which SLF intends to dismiss the criticism. Whether
they will be allowed to get away with it probably
depends on how much of an airing the statement
receives nationally.* * *

-The hippies' most typical conception of women was
inherited from their beatnik predecissors. In their self-
conscious search for the individual identities so ob-
scured by conventional society's massification and
reification of people. they revived emphasis upon the
mystic dichotomy between an allegedly active male
principle and an allegedly passive female principle:
man does; woman is. This theme underlies their
definition of "sexual freedom" whereby hip men can
congratulate themselves for conferring freedom upon
women by the magnanimous act of liberating their
vaginas. It underlies too the role-images of ichick"
and "old lady". both of which are seen only as adjuncts
to their male partners. and of the "earth mother"
blissfully content like a Venus of Willendorf through
total immersion in her biological functions. The libera.
tory potential in the hippies' appreciative rediscovery of
sensuous pleasure was thereby aborted at its very
conception.

From several sources there developed within the hip
movement a veritable cult of Supercock/Supercunt
idolatry for which this yang/yin dualism provided a
philosophic rationale. As politically-oriented youth
acquired hip values. and as young people oriented
toward hip values gained in political awareness, they
tended to view even women's demands for equity
through the yang side of its two-toned lens. Thus
Weatherman. its whole ideology based on the value-
system of the two-fisted masculine mystique, could
righteously grant equality in organizational functioning
to its butch-tough female members; thus the Black
Panthers could learn to respect the inviolability of their
Sisters' Pad when Kathleen Cleaver proved herself as
good a man as Eldridge by facing him down with a
gun. And thus Zapata Collective of SLF could "Right
on!" the women whose irruption into that Wednesday
meeting had all the earmarks of a power play; men
dig power plays.

But women seldom behave in that manner by choice:
generally, they resort to it only because it appears to
be the only tactic by which they can ever elicit serious
consideration from men in groups. (When, through
regular organizational channels, a group of SDS women
brought a resolution to the floor of its national con-
vention, male delegates groaned, hooted. and threw
paper airplanes to act out their contempt for anything
the women might have to propose. All women active
in nrixed organizations have time and again had the
experience of watching the men's attention turn off as
soon as the chairman recognized a woman's upraised
hand.) And. of course. when desperation drives women
to play the men's power games, they're seldom very
good at it-they haven't had much practice. and besides.
they approach it with resentment instead of zest. To
regulate affairs among people of goodwill, as we expect
our fellow-members of voluntary mutual-concern
organizations to be. power should not be needed.
because with camaraderie. reason would suflice.

But camaraderie is the fruit t'rf shared experience,
hard come by where differential rearing and division
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of labour create such a gulf in life-experience and
understanding as has traditionally existed between the
ssxes. It is here that the new life-styles can make a
very positive contribution. The deepest social clivision
between men and women, determining their differential
conditioning and colouring all their attitudes, has tradi-
tionally been in the allotment of responsibilities for the
performance of necessary work. Under industrial ca.pi-
talism this usually involves even the physical separatiot'l
of work-places (e.g., man in factory or shop, woman
in home or office) and results in each sex knorving
Iittle of the activities, skills, problenrs. etc.. that foni.t
much of the fabric of the other's lives. The youth cul-
ture's rejection of wage-labour offers an opportLrnity
to eliminate that differential by sharing, rather than
dividing, the remaining work. Given the tradition of
male dominance and female submissiveness, however.
the tendency of inertia is simply to leave all, or nearly
all; the remaining socially necessary labour to women.
This is already manifesting itself in hip culture as its
brittle sexual relations produce more and more small
children for whose welfare no man acccpts responsi-
bility. When ADC or other income provides survival-
level funding, relieving the father of his traditional and
unlamented economic liability, the labour of caring for'
children conceived by two parents shouid not be atrlowed
to fall entirely to their mother's lot. Men consciously
working toward more equitable social relationships
should accept a fair share in carin,e for the children
around them, knowing they have begotten others in
whose rearing they do not participate. And women
should encourage this behaviour by appreciating in men
the nurturing qualities they often repress in their effort
to conform to a supposedly appealin*e ideal of mascu-
linity in which tenderness has but negative value.

In fact, the sex gap that cuts us off from camara-derie
is needlessly widened by role-playing on both sicles. The
knowledge that masculinity or femininitv is for each
of us a biological fact, determined by the mating oi
our parents' chromosomes at the moment of conceptitln.
should dispel any need to prove our sex to ou1'sei\ es

or to anyone else. The quality of freedom this revo-
lution demands cannot flourish in an atmosphere of
distrust, so we revolutionists must be straightforwal'dly
ourselves, our individual characters open and ui.rdis-
guised. The spurious value-system that denlands
artifice as a condition of sexual attractiveness is pzirt of
a crucial buttress of the society we seek to overthlow.

For the cement that has pervaded the whole of
capitalist society, holding people bound to it despite
al[its evils, is fear-the distrust of themselves and t]reir
fellow-humans that impels people to invokc authoritr'
and tolerate its agents' dominion ovcr thcir lives. To
lessen that fear is not only to reduce people's dcpendence
on authority and hence their willingness to support it,
but is also to further the mutual confidence requisitc
to arranging their affairs without its intervention-
and is therefore a revolutionary objectirre. But because
in the presence of danger fear serves a protective
function, we cannot safely plead its abandonnent in
social affairs without helping-at least by our own
trustworthiness!-to diminish the rcal perils that now
give it a degree of validity. It follows that the selfish-
ness so rampant in youth/drug culture (as manifested,
for example, in rapes, rip-offs, burns, and the casual

dissemination of crabs, clap, and strychnine) runs
counter to the most profound need of our revolution.

Much of it derives from the parasitical nature of the
youth cultur:e's alternatives to wage-slavery. As young
radicals fall into the patterns of drug traf[ic and ripping
off, they tend 1o excuse themselves with the thought
that such activities add to the establishment's discom-
forture. trt is true that they do; but unfortunately it is
also true that in practice thc lincs blur, and one ends
by burnin.g and/or ripping off not where it most incon-
venienccs the establishment (which has the means to
guard itself well) but simply where it is easiest-for
example, among one's fellow-freaks at a rock festival,
or in a comnlune still trustful enough to grant strangers
a few niglrts' lodging (the next time, it may not be).
Conscious revolutionists should recognize youth cul-
ture's prcssing need for an economic base that fostcrs
development of the humane qualities conducive to
comradeship and trust, not simply because without
them people will opt for the protection of an oppressive
authority, but also because only with them will the
non-coercive society lve hope for be able to function
in peace and equity. Recognizing it, they should know
that efTort directed to pioneering alternative means of
subsistence. rvhile less dran-ratic than blowing up police
stations (which will get blown up anyway) is more
cogently a revolutionary effort" worthy of all the self-
cliscipunc t.lenrandeci to si.rslain it.

(This is not to say that nihiiism has no place in the
revoXution. {t vrili be viith us in any case, whether out
of ideology or out of sheer frustration-or out of
frustration rationaiized by ideology. But no rhetoric
can a'nnul ihe fact that insofar as an attenttit adds to
poputrar fears, it subverts the revolution's humanistic
goal of freeing people from their accustomed timidity.
Itesponsible revoiutionists rvill give this point due con-
sideration in weighing the advisability of any destruc'
tive or violent act.)

Moreover, unless the institutions through which post-
revolutionary society will carry out its socially needful
functions are to be created by fiat of a usurping
authority, they must evolve from relationships developed
by the revolution-those relationships through which
revolutionists provide for their own needs and desires,
and through which they attempt to cope with the social
inconvenicnces attendant on disruption of long-estab-
lished procedures. To find non-exploitative, Iton-
cocrcive, and infinitely expandable means to do the
things that must be done within the revolutionary
movenrcnt now is the only way to lay a sound basis
tor the emergence of social/economic institutions that
will be capable of serving people's wants without
iimitiirg their freedom. So we must develop means of
supporting our lives and our rnanifold activities, means
of carir,g for and educating our children. means of
exchanging -uoods and information, as well as means
of determining the revolution's priotities and organizing
our ellorts to meet them-ail as much as possible out-
side the corruptive practices of capitalism, but utilizing
and advancing the technological thrust that will free
post-revolutionary society from scarcity and toil. And
atrways pushing at the limits of that possibility, in
order that our ways of doing things may become in-
depenclent of authoritarian institutions and capable of
replacing them,



do not include the desultory adventurism encouraged
here last spring and summer by the Seattle Liberation
Front. In fact (and not surprisingly, after all) they are
much the same as those which bourgeois society so
hypocritically professes to value: honesty; responsibility:
bonhomie; profundity of thought and feeling; concern
for life, with appreciation of the individuality of one's

l-ootnotcs
rWednesday, the day of the meeting at Tupamaros' Free Store,
was September 9th. (This first section was written September
loth.1970.)

2The American Legion Convention in Portland, Oregon, took
place August 28th to September 3rd, I 970.

3Wednesday. September 9th.
rFriday, September llth.
';The weekend of September l2th-l3th; the Monday would bc
that immediately following, September 14th.

ttSeptember 16th.
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i'ellow-beings; and the willingness to expend one's
effort as needed, whether concentrated or sustained, in
the pursuit of zealously desired ideals.

The difference is that our goals are unattainable
without them. To make the reyolution, we must remake
ourselves.

;September I 7th.
sPilblicalion in Subtt was irr the October lst issue. on sale on
the lst or 2nd. or even possibly on September 30th. -fhis 

was
only the third issue of the paper. and the schedule wzrsn't very
exact at that time. Kunstler's speech on the Universiiy of
Washington canrpus was in the elening of October 3rd.

r)This was probably October 5th or 6th. I don't remember
exactly when I wrote it. because I'd stoppcd for a week or
more ln the middle. t didn't go to the Kunstler thing myself,
and picked up the news of it a day or two later.

He is playing masculine. She is playing feminine.

He is playing masculine beccuse she is playing
feminine. She is playing feminine becutse he is playing
masculine.

He is playing the kind of man that she thinks
the kind of woman she is playing ought to admire.
She is playing the kind of woman that he thinks the
kind of man he is playing ought to desire.

If he rvere not playing masculine, he might well be
more feminine that she is-except when she is playing
very feminine. tf she were not playing feminine, she

might well be more masculine that he is-except
when he is playing r.ery masculine.

So he plays harder. And she plays . . softer.

He wants to make sure that she could never be

more masculine than he. She wants to make sure
that he could never be more feminine than she. He
therefore seeks to destroy the femininity in himself.
She therefore seeks 10 Cestroy the masculinity in
h erself.

She is supposed to admire him for the masculinity
in him that she fears in herself. He is supposed to
desire her for the femininity in her that he despises

in hin.rself.

He desires her for her femininity which is /ris

femininity, but which he can never lay claim to Shc

admires him for his mascu'linity which is ftcr masculinity,
but which she can never lay claim to. Since he may
only love his own femininity in her, he envies her
her femininity. Since she may only love her own
masculinity in him, she evies him his masculinity.

The envy poisons their love.

He, coveting her unattainable lemininity, decides to
punish her. She, coveting his unattainable masculinity,

decides to punish him. He denigrates her femininity

-which he is supposed to desire and which he real1y
envies and becomes more aggressively masculine. She

feigns disgust at his masculinit),-which she is supposed
to admire and which she really envies-and becomes
more fastidiously feminine. He is becoming less and
less what he wants to be. She is becoming less and
less what she wants to be. But now he is more
manly than er,et, and she is more womanly than ever.

Her femininity, growing more dependently supinc.
becomes contemptible. His masculinity, growing more
oppressively domineering. becomes intolerable. At last
she loathes what she has helped his masculinity to
become. At last hc loathes what he has helped her
femininity to become.

So lar it has all been verv symmetrical. But we
have left one thing out.

The world belongs to what his masculinity has become.

The reward for rvhat his masculinity has become
is power. T'he rcward for rvhat her femininity has

becomc is only the security which his power can
bestow upon her. If he were to yield to what her
femininity has become, he would be yielding to
contemptible incompetence. If shc rvere to acquire
what his masculinity has become, she would participate
in intolerable coerciveness.

She is stifling under the triviality of her femininity.
T'l-rc world is groaning beneath the terrors of his
masculinity.

He is playing masculitre. She is pla-ving femirrine

How do we call ofl the game'J

-.BETTy 
RoszAK AND THEoDoRE RoszAK: Foreword

lo Most'ulinelFctrtininc: Reudings irt Sc.ruul Mytlt-
ology urul lhc Libcrutitttt ol Worttt'rt. (New York:
Harper Colophon Books, 1970, 52.45.)
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I

Dr. Wilhelm Reich is a German psycnotherapist whose
books were banned by the Nazis, who was arrested by
the FBI soon after Pearl Harbour and heid almost a
month on Ellis Island, who (alreaCy disgusted with
their intellectual dishonesty) was expelled from the
Communist Party of Germany around 1932, and who
was thrown out of the International Psychoanalytic
Association in 1934 because his psychotherapeutic views
were too unorthodox and too radical.

Wilhclm
Reich's

II

Simply put, his theory of work is this: the workers
should conirol the work, do the work, plan the r,vork.
They shouid do useful, joy-giving work. They can
co-operate in a free self-regulating society. Reich
is anti-state (he calls the USSR state capitalism),
although he has what I believe are mistaken concepts
of the necessity of police. He rejects all authority
whether of the state, church, army, boss, etc. He
prefers the individual to be self-regulating in perfect,
deep accord and harmony with his own biological,
sexual, personal, and social self.

Reich tries to root his theory in the biology of life
and in orgone energy ("the basic bio-electric energy
of the human body"), This he does in great and,
for me, convincing detail in the area of sex. He
has not worked out the economy of the biological
energy of work in such detail. He is at present
engaged in a whole book on Work Democracy, his
previous work on the subject (in English) being pub"
lished as articles in the International lourutal of Sex
Economy and Orgone Research and republished in his
The Mass Psychology of Fascism.*

III

Central to Reich's theories is his theory of sex,
which I can only touch briefly here and especially in
its relation to his theory of work. However, this
sketchiness is no minimisation of its importance and
whereas Reich's theory of work (as so far propounded
at least) cuts across many other thinkers' conilusions.

xThis article was previously published is Freedorn,
December 10 and 24, 1949, before Reich's death in
1957 in a US Federal Penitentiarv.
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although here too his line of approach is original, it
is in his theory of sex that he is most original and
astounding and, to me, true. (There is no other word
for it : astounding !)

Freud in his rediscovery of the importance of sex
in human life, of infantile sexuality, of repression and
the cause of mental illness, made revolutionary dis-
coveiies" challenging the very bases of bourgeois society:
the family, authority and even the state. In his
youth Freud pondered the challenge his medical dis-
coveries had made: if the society makes so many
people sick, is not the society itself sick? Should
it not be destroyed, rooted out and a new healthier
society take its place? A free society where the
individual can express himself sexually and in work
and artistically. A co-operative rather than a com-
petitive society. (For sexual suppression and suppression
of the workers is closely linked.) [ndeed Freud made
many socialistic statements and if I am not mistaken
hailed the Russian Revolution as a great experiment
to be carefully watched and encouraged.

But in his older age he became disillusioned, worked
out a theory of suppression and sublimation as being
at the base of our syphilisation, and a theory of the
Death Instinct whereby people were supposed to desire
pain (as well as pleasure). The "progressive" bour-
geoisie and Freud's psychoanalytic followers jumped
at this easy way out. The thing to do was to realise
you had these suppressed sexual desires (only suppressed
in Western society) and then forget about it.
Therefore you do not challenge the family (the miniature

Work
Thcory
state) and you do not challenge society, but you
go on being the same (consciously) suppressed slob
you were.

Freud, too, worked in an era when modern Anthro-
pology had not yet shown beyond a doubt that his
analysis of the sex problem was particularly valid
only in the West and that some "primitive" cultures
had very little of sex problems indeed and also that
co-operative societies could and did exist among these
same "primitives".

Reich broke with Freud and demanded the revo-
lution. This attitude led him to further intensive
concentration on the biology and physiology and
physical biology of the sexual act, an area which
psychoanalytic prudes shied unconsciously away from, or
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took for their surface value only. or refused to investigzrte,
for fear it would have socially revolutionary implications.

Reich discovered and measured a speciflc life-
biological energy in the body which he called orgone
energy. It is the suppression or the damming of
this enelgy through abstinence or incornplete ful{iln'lerri.
of the sexual act that creates the ener-ey for the neurotic
symptom. He argues for the free union of lovcrs
and against the authoritarian patriarchal faniily which
per:petuates and is perpetuated by the state. T'hc
patriarchal family is a miniature state, the father is
a miniature bclss and dictator both. (l r:emember now
frtxr the famous Western Electric experiments-a fore-
nran says. "We prefer: the young Italian girls--l"hcy
are very co-operative and easy to handle.") It is
this submissive character structure in the authoritarian
family which creates the fascist personalitl,. the per-
sonali11, which submits itself to a Ieader. lt is this
repression which creates the sadist and the masochist.
For the function of the patriarchal authoritative family
is to suppress the sex of the child and even of the parents

-and (as in a castrated animal) to create a submissive
child. worker. soldier. Or, as they say in the lr{untry
Drill antl Regttlatiorts (p. 201), "His (the solclier's)
loyalty to his country should be like that of a dog kr
its master".

IV

Reich sees lhe persttnality acting on three levels:

1. The surface-or polite level of ordinarv inter-
personal intercourse. the "moral" levei.

2. The unconscious or perverse level.

3. The deep third level, the inner core, lhe real
tttan. the centrc of life-creating energ).

One might draw a parallel or analogl' (this is rny
own. not Reich's) between these three levels arr.rd the
work levels of society:-

1. The surface or polite level-osiensibh, we 'u'c
producing things for human use and the benefit ot
us all, and we are all partners in production ("r'vc:

are all partners" in exploitation" i.e., son.re exploit
and some permit therlselves to be exploited). Examples:
food and clothing production (but here all for piolit
. and consider ostentation. waste ancl luxurv rvhilc
others starve).

2. The unconscit.rus or perversc level---ac{"ually wc
produce a "hell of a lot" of bombs. weapons of
destruction (including uniforms. etc.). useless and
cnergy-wasting time-consuming clap. Ovcr 2 000"0(10
men (volunteers) in our US armed sclvices and thgir'
departments. Book-keeping. money. accounting and
sales systen.rs which employ at least a million moslly
useless workers (3,188,854 salesmen. for exanrplc).
lnternal police systems-lawyers. police^ judges. wafch-
men, 600.000 guards; 175.000 clergymen arxl r"cli;lior.rs;
workers; 47,000 railroad conductors (ticket collecioll);
35,000 advertising fakers; 72.000 buyers ancl depalturent-
store heads; 31,000 "credit" men; 1,174,886 steno-

i
graphers. typists and secretaries (for what?); 85,266
elevator operators (unnecessary in new techniques);
440,111 barbers and beauticians (can you imagine
doing nothing but cutting other people's hair all your
life?); 128342 bartenders and 604,908 waiters ! (is
waiting and bartending necessary?); and 2"349,394(l)
private family servants (slaves). These are just examples

-not a complete list. And how many millions dircctly
or ir-rdirectly. partly or wholly producing weapons
of destruction?

3. The deep third level-real creativc expenditurc
o1 work erlergy, arts and crafts, and the jcly of work"
i.e.. co-operative farms. the Palestinian kwttz,u, the
SpiLnish communes.

The exact chtrracter of the energy of the joy of
work and its expenditure through the body musculature
would be interesting to follow. This would have a
definite relation to the problem of fatigue.

Reich says that the sex and work ener,{y are the
same and there is no reason to doubt this. But
whereas the sex energy has an orgastic release, the
work energy seems to release more steadily and slowly.
One wonders though, if this may not be partially
sickness. And the approach to ecstasy in the artist,
is that an orgastic parallel? The feeling of release
nfter the accomplishment of a work of art, is that
related to the orgastic release? Sex and work ure both
ctctitti\t.

The very word work as we know it today is
connected with unpleasure. But this does not necessarily
have to be so. Some day work will be pleasurable.

There is also in Reich's theory of work energy
un answer to the old reactionary canard about "no
one wantin-q to work". As anarchist theoreticians
have stated, there is a necessity for the human animal
to do some physical work-a physical necessity-or
put in orgone terms-the body's energy must be
expended. The human animal becomes physically ill
if it is forced to refrain from all physical activity.

Moder:n machine societv would seem [() have a
tendency to make n.,u, n.,"ntully ill by prohibiting the
full exercise of his functions. mental and physical, by
tieing him into routine. boring concentrations of simple
repetitive machine operations. (The "idle" man can
have less of damming-up of mental, and physical
ener-sy. bectruse he is free to imagine. to observe and
enjov and to think. He is free to dance and sing.
Three cheers for "idleness"!)

v

Or'. to put the previous section IV on another level :

A Clerk in a brokerage house in the financial district
goes to wclrk every morningt he is going for a good
reason. i.e., to support his family and to "keep the
wheels of comrnerce rolling". Once at work, he
begins to do useless, compulsive. unnecessary, maso-



chistic, or, if he is a foreman, sadistic (i.e., perverse
and harmJul work). But deep within him, [e (day)
dreams of having his own farm and raising the focjcl
he eats and making many of the things he uses (and
needs) himself (or with friends). Thus. the work
segment of an individual's activities can lrar c thrcc
levels also : (1) the polite and moral surface level;
(2) the perverse, and (3) the deepest creative level.

1. 
- Every job is given this spoken or unspoken

moral and polite justification; 2.e., atom bombs inanu-
facture is-to."protecl the country"; the book"lreeper
"keeps a business going", the sales-clerk in a grocery
"gives people food" (what a farce, actually he.-ger.r 1;r
the wuy). yet every worker must sonrehow feel that
his work is useful.

2. Every job in a class society has on the second
perverse level, the masochistic-sadistic elenlent. Sonre
command and some are commanded; sorne subnrit aucl
some do the submitting. The worker can express
his fears, hostilities and compulsions through the job

-through_materials or through the manifulation' of
people. Bureaucracy is a whole disease of thi:i
character.

3. Every worker has deep within hin-r a neecl and
a de,sire to do creative, energy-releasing, totally sarisfying
work. This can be felt ind seen'in their constu,li
dissatisfaction with their work and with the economic
structure of society: the whole classically economistic
revolutionary movement (Marxism and ,Anarchisn-r) is
in a large measure an expression of this feeline. Tl.le
feeling of joy in work, commonplace of the'niddle
ages was fractured in modern bourgeois soeiei\r. Tite
growth of Sport is an attempt at a n.rodern replacenent.
It is significant that children who do .rar.ied. lirrh,
interesting work (for short periods, of coursc) llke.
say, gardenin-e (as in the Palestinian kt'tftza). hncl ii
sport and not work. Deflnitelv sportI Full of pleasure
and joy. A game. a kind of dance.

-The revolutionary movement has neglectecl thc theory
of work and assumed that a tren-rendous shorter-ri,tir
of hours would solve everythin_e. This is ltol cxactl;
so. It has slighted the theory of work as i1 has
slighted the theoly of sex.

VI

In his attempt to be fair to the working boss. ir
seems to me Reich leans over btrckrvards. It is 1rurc
a boss can be productive, hft not in hi.t lrutct iort ttf tt
u boss, not in his function as un urhitt.ury trrrtlutri!tt.
with power to command tleci.rion.s, rtdiorrLtl trtrtl irr,,ri,,;,,t1
(mostlv irrational) and to penalize by liring, Iesser pay.
starvatio,n and many other ways. inclLrding thc fil.irig
squad (bec,ause the state is a boss too. incl gclting
to be the biggest boss). l4hen u 6o.r.s r.s protlttttit,i
it is as aworker and not as a boss.

It is perhaps Reich's error in the cvaluatiotr of
the working boss which leads him to a second, niimely
he considers Labour-Management Councils (in the US)
as an example of a progressive work democratic
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relationship. _Anyone can say Labour-Management
co-operation (I resent, however, the word management
from the beginning.) However, even if we use l-abour-
technician the questions still remain-who gets the
profits? Who decides what is produced? Who decides
the fundamental questions of hours? What is the
character of the work? Who is i.o do what work? How
is the unpleasant work to be appor.tioned? What of
the distribution of the product ? 

- ln the boss econonry

-the bosses decide and the workers are roped iutir
the Labour-Management Cor:rn:rittees and iL is a not
too subtle way to make them more efficienl slave:;

-perpetuating the illusion that it is "their" factorv.
lt was also perhaps Reich's initial distancc fr.onr tlic
American scene that made him such an casy prey
to this one. Holverrer, these conrmittees ra.r, clf 

-cor-rrsr:

one other sign of the growing demancl of worl<ers
and individuals to control their own destln,., in thc
industrial age. However, they are a feint, io thr,rw
the freedom movement off balance. And titev haven'l
fooled anyone either: exceDt a few labour fakers who
think by now that left is ii_shr and right left anyway,
or better still that the state is thev and thev aie the
state.

VII

Reich says that the best revoiutionarv is one who
is..s.exuall1 satisfied and sexuallv free (in his sense.y.
While anyone else can be revolutionarv the best freedonl
workers are those who have their irrational enersies
ieleased and being personaliy satisf,ed and con-,!nt
can see the rational need for a revolutionarv chansein the economic and social order. Al1 oihers ln
varving degrees tend to be irrational and therefore
less effective.

There are those who claim that Reich says that the
Sexual Revolution must come first. Well to me the
-sexual revolution is part of the whole revolution. and
it may be true that until much of this block is
removed we may not get too far with the concretizai.ittn
of our economic theories. Somehow the problem has
a which came first the chicken or the egg air to it.
Reich has an aversion to and nothing bui-bad worcls
for: political parties and political niachinations and
manipulation_s (this is leadership). We certainly can
go along with him there.

Indeed since the sex ener_sy and the work energy are
fundanrentally the same it woulcl seenr logiczii for
ihenr b<rtlr to be liberaled together.

In his book Tftr: Se.rttul Ret,oltttiort, Reich shows
the degeneration of Lhe Soviet Union in the light of
its trend toward a reacticlnary sex programme which
it has today: i.e., curbing of co-education, strengthening
the authoritarian family, tightening of divorce laws.
F{e does not to my remembrance establish the causal
seqLrence. Did the economic degeneration lead to a
character degeneration or did the character degeneration
lead to an economic Cegeneration'? In ny opinion-both
and reinforcing each other. (This is the negative of the
preceding discussion.) Their exact relationship and
our possihle points of attack in different concrete
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situations must be worked out. Neither can be ignored'

In The Mass Psychology of Fascism, Reich analyses
the character structure of the mass of Germans as

being repressed, rigid, authoritarian, middle class, sub-
missive, sadistic, masochistic. This whole constellation
(more definitely linked) he calls the fascist character
structure. Thii character structure permitted Hitler to
come into power. The Left Politicians have alwa-ys

claimed that Hitler got the support of the people by
demagogy and by misleading them. They have never
explained why it was possible to mislead and demagog.ize
a whole people. Reich's answer is: their authoritarian
charactei stiucture (which is not limited to Germany
or any class and is not vanished from the earth).

Far from sex satisfaction acting as a deterrent to
revolutionary activity, Reich claims it makes the revo-
lutionary more rational and effective. One sees

examples of the "married and settled down" bour-
geoisified ex-revolutionary but wonders if the individual
is really sex satisfied, a "genital character" in Reichian
terms. For, for Reich, intercourse and complete orgasn
are two difierent and most times very wide apart
affairs. He says it is almost impossible for anyone
in our society to be orgastically potent.

The less sex-satisfaction a person has the less tinle
and energy he will be able to devote to other (more
social) problems. His sex problem will tie him in knots.

I should make clear here once and for all (although
I think the whole tenor of his theory shows it) that

, sex for Reich is not just phvsical sex but is what
someone else might call love. He is not afraid to
use the term "lbve" either (but love categorically
including sex and the orgasm). Sex is not just physical
sex, but-a personal interrelationship. Reich maintains
complete olgasm is not possible unless there is this
personal harmony, love and respect between the partners.

vIIr

Reich says that as a person becomes orgastically
free, he will no longer tolerate a stupid job. He
demands useful, creative work.

Just as our society (which tolerates. nay asks for
useless, stupid, boring and harmful work) to the extent
to which fhe individuals in it become sexually and
personally free-just so perhaps our society as it
becomes liberated will in general not tolerate this
tremendous mass of useless. stupid, boring and harmful
work which a casual study of the census of occupations
will show beyond a shadow of doubt. that or zr real
glance about us.

IX

While socialists have been talking about Industrial
Democracy for decades now, it is well to re-exatnine

the concept under new light, especially since the
Russian bireaucratic collectivist experience' the British
state-capitalist flasco and the general trend toward
a mass 

-collectivist-state-managerial-planned'totalitarian-

work bureaucratic society.

According to Reich, Work Democracy is, "4
rational democratic organisation (of society N.B.) based
not on formal and political democratic mechanisms
but on actual achievement in work and actual responsi'
bility of each individual for his own existence and
social function. As yet non'existent, it is that form
of clemocratic organisation into which present formal
democracy mighi develop" (or better, which -might
develop iri spite of present-day formal democracy. N'8.).

Work democracy is rooted in the natural desire
of man to make and use the things he needs and tc
control the methods. conditions and distribution of the
work of his mind, body, heart and soul.

It ernphasises the responsibility of each individual
in his r61e in society. It negates politics in the old
formal sense. attacks leadership, dependence, uncon-
sciousness of work power and creative force, and
demands: "Give Responsibility to VitallY Necessary
Work !" Free the individual and his character structure
for love, for knowledge and for creattve, necessary,
interesting and exciting work.

Permit man to become the healthy, exuberant, loving
anirnal that he is. What is necessary is to remove
the obstacles to this more loving and lovable man that
the state, his own irrational authoritarian character
structure, capitalist (or class) society, the church, the
authoritarian school, the patriarchal family, have im-
posed for the past 4-6,000 years.

Once these obstacles are removed man will blossom
forth into the self-governing, the free character, the
free man.

For'in each child is the bud of freedom growing.

How are we to remove these obstacles?

This, of course, is the crux of the problem. Certainly
not by abdicating our power, by getting others to do
it for us. Neither by ignoring the "objective" (economic)
situation. Neither by ignoring the character situation.
(To an unfortunate man is his institutions.) The
Marxists in the Soviet Union seemed to have paid
too little attention to this "cultural problem". Cer-
tainly one thing we can do is to try and spread vital
hnowledge and better still to act in our daily lives
(and try and find ways of acting) in consonance with
our general freedom, sex economic and work democratic
beliefs. This is no easy task. (Yet the easiest in the
world.) The more we do this, the happier we shall be.

Perhaps only the sight of ioy will move us.

Jacr Gerr,e,co.
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Any formbf behaviour that doesn't
fit into the image that television and
Reader's Digest believe the American
people should be like is usually cate-
gorized as either subnatural or
supernatural.

- The myths about homosexuals fall
into botfu.categories, depending on
how close.it is to being you.

Lesbians are subnatural when they
live next door and supernatural
when they live in Paris and write
books.

Lcsbians as

Bngeyworncn

Most people's ideas about les-
bianism come from pornographic
films and magazines, all of which
are produced for and by men. lt's
a very strange thing to find your
existence def,ned as a part of some-
body's pornographic fantasy library

-sex episode No. 93.

One night at my regular women's
liberation group meeting, one of the
women said, "You know, the first
night you told us you were a lesbian,
I sat in terror the rest of the meeting,
waiting for you to attack me or
something."

Men who are obsessed with sex
are convinced that lesbians are ob-
sessed with sex. Actually, Iike any
other women. lesbians are obsessed
with love and fidelity.

They're also strongly interested in
independence and in having a life-
work to do, but other than that,
iesbians are not extraordinary.

I rrnce nrel a lcsbian who had built
her own house. with her own hands,
to her own specifications. (She was
about 4' 11" tall.) But I have no
doubt that any woman who wanted
to build a house, could-except she
probably married an architect or a
carpenter instead.

Ltroniosexuality and other "bizarrc"
characteristics are associated with
art and artiness partly so artists can
be considered that much more super-
natural. This keeps people in general
from considering themselves as ar-
tists; they're not kooky enough. If
you can't chop ofi your ear, you
can't paint.

Gertrude Stein didn't write well
because she was a lesbian: she wrote
because she wanted to, and she had
a disciplined, sensitive mind, and she
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didn't have to work in a dimestore
eight hours a day.

The women in history who were
the less fortunate counterparts of
Gertrude Stein, unable to ietire on
papa's money, cut ofi their hair and
joined the merchant marine; or
sneaked out west for a life of adven-
ture as cowboys. Some were never
discovered until the local mortician
. . . all astonished . . . came running
out of the funeral parlour . , . "My
God, guess what I just found out
about old Harry Willits. . ."

And as a matter of fact, old Harry
may never have thought about lov-
ing another wonlan in her life, but
she still goes down in history as a
Iesbian. Every woman who steps
out of line gets assigned a sexual
definition-lesbian, whore, nympho-
maniac, castrator, adultress.

Lesbians who dress and act in a
particular manner, do so as a means
of mutual recognition-that's how
they know who is eligible to fall
in love with, since you're not allowed
to just ask.

If anybody was allowed to fall in
love with anybody, the word "homo-
sexual" wouldn't be needed; it's used
now only to set people off in separ-
ate categories, artificially, so they'll
know who to be afraid of-each
other.

Bogeymen and bogeywomen func-
tion to keep people off the streets,
and home watching television and
reading Reader's Digest.

Lesbianism isn't something you
are-it's something you do-

Specifically, it's the love you give
sumebody who happens, also. to be
female.

. In its present condition, our
society depends on making most of
its people perform drab work under
rigidly boring circumstances. Our
government depends on people to
fight and pay for wars the people do
not actively believe in, and many
actively oppose. Our rulers depend
on our noney being spent fo; many
products we would never volunteer
it for: like the stockings, girdles and
crippling shoes which have become
"necessities" for most women's jobs.
And they depend on our tax money.
which is often spent for such "top

secret" purposes we cannot even
find out whether it went for murder,
mayhem, or moon landings.

To keep us running in those
circles we must be more closely
spurred, corralled and hagtied than
we realize. Binding people's minds
up in endless personal problems and
mazes of individual guilt are methods
of control, which act very effectively
to keep us from thinking about any.
thing else, and seem to be one of the
main functions of modern psycho-
logy. . . .

But the best method of control
used is also the best way to catch a
horse-cut him off from the herd.
We are cut into all sorts of groups,
by race, by sex preference, by clais,
by education, and even by age
groups, which can then be pitted
against each other; and we all lose
byit...,

All of us have heard the business
world's excuse for not hiring us: we
are "unstable". What they mean is
that they have more trouble forcing
us to work at a job or live in an
area that we do not like. People
with children are more vulnerable
and therefore "stable"; that is, they
can more easily be stabled, and
saddled, and broken to the bit. . . .

That's why lesbians are "loose
women" in a very real sense-we are
running around like mavericks, with-
out the legal and economic bonds
of marriage or the smothering and
basically unpaid labour of individual
childrearing to rie us to a tightly
defined life style. So we musl be
restrained, or else we might en-
courage other women to be inde-
pendent; we might become too
educated or too political: we might
begin making d6mands which ihe
present system cannot grant-such
as the right to have a hand in raising
or teaching or adopting children, or
the right of equal pay for women.
Therefore, we are controlled by
systematic, legal and individual re-
pression. Colleges and managers
and landlords can kick us into the
street, police can kick us into the
can, and street boys can kick us in
the can.

As homosexuals we are faced not
only with the problem of how to
change heterosexual attitudes toward
us, but also with understanding the
basis for those attitudes. If we feel

victimized, there has been a crime
committed, and the first problem in
solving a crime is to determine who
benefits from it. If heterosexuals
hated us just for the hell of it,
massive love potions would be the
answer. But if they are taught to
hate us in order to protect the nu-
clear family structure-which also
cuts people oft from each other,
and forces them to buy more pro-
ducts than, say, communal living
would; or if they are taught to hate
us because it puts a sharper edge
to job competition; or if they are
taught to hate us because we func-
tion as a social control and scapegoat
that ultimately works to keep the
money and power and resources of
this country in the hands of only a
very few people-then we have to be
doubly armed against that hatred
and ready to fight it at many dif-
ferent levels 

{. {.

My last dramatic encounter with
rampant anti - lesbianism occurred
three years ago, when, after I had
parked my motorcycle at a ham-
burger stand, a drunk-young-man
who did not like the way I looked,
came up to me and called me a
queer; and when I failed to respond,
he broke my nose.

The threat of that kind of ph-v-sical
assault had hung over me for years.
As a young lesbian, short-haired
and defensive, I slouched through
many rainy and half,drunk city
streets trying to figure out who I
was. At that time, every catcall or
mufled insult sounded like the pre-
lude to a gang-beating-my world
was full of angry young men on
street corners. And late at night I
sornetimes fantasized armies of
heavily armed lesbians, ready to
help me beat them back in black
boot military fashion.

So when, finally, the real fist from
the real drunk-young-man's anger
hit my face, it wasn't as though I
had never prepared for it. But dur-
ing the period between those violent
fantasies and the actual punch, I had
changed my hair style and appear-
ance to the point of not being
readily recognizable as a lesbian.
Essentially I looked like any other
woman. exc€pt that I drove a bike.
The crazy guy was completely out
of date-I'd been all set up for him
eight years before that, so why did



he wait until I'd gotten almost
"respectable"?

Now, in retrospect, I believe he
was not so much punching out a
lesbian, as he was punching out a
woman who was carrying a motor-
cycle helmet. He didn't give a damn
about my choice of sexual partners,
or whether f did "nasty" things in
bed; what upset him was my intru-
sion into two of his manlv territories:
machinery and action.

I had antagonized him, not as a
peryert, but as a somewhat liberated
woman-capable of acting and
thinking on my own-and that's
what he'd been taught to react
violently against.

The straight women involved in
the women's liberation movement
are beginning to face various degrees
of this same blatant chauvinism
from men, the hostility that lesbians
have known about for years. They
also are beginning to understand the
enormous isolation that women (all
women) are subjected to: isolation
from each other because they have
to compete for men's attention
(whether he's a husband or a boss)
isolation from activity (men do
things while women sit and watch)
isolation from decisions (women are
toid they are stupid and undepend-
able) and isolation from knowledge

(men gladly tell other men how the
plumbing or the car work, and what
keeps a suspended bridge suspended).

The differences between what
women are allowed to know and
what men are expected to know are
so great you would think the two
sexes were raised on different sides
of the globe. A woman is considered
socially and emotionally "mature"
when she is sixteen because she has
already learned everything she is
supposed to know or really needs to
know, for the rest of her life. No
wonder lesbians have tried to say
"Hell, no!" to that role.

But the lesbian solution to a male
dominated societv has traditionallv
been to hide. or z'pass"-to pair off
with a lover (if slie's lucky)'and to
surround herself with a few safe
friends, and let it go at that. This
double life is so agonizingly schizo-
phrenic and lonelv it's a wonder we
didn't all go mad long ago.

Straight women, as they begin to
unravel the extent to which women
are cheated and wasted in this
society, are finding a better solution

-the exact opposite of isolation.
By banding together in small groups,
they find they can develop strong
supportive voices for themselves and
each other, to help confront and
change male attitudes toward them.
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In this process, one of the prob-
lems they are having to think about
is the fact that many men accuse
them of being lesbians, just for tak-
ing part in a women's liberation
movement, and for startins to think
and act for themselves.

If ever there was a chance for a
group of lesbians to talk openly, tir
teach straight women and to learn
from them, and to beein to break
down some of the myihs about us,
it's surely in these women's groups.

Because the women's liberation
movement is still unstructured and

democratic, and so loosely formed,
in fact, that no one even knows how
many groups there are, it is possible
to be completely open and stillanony-
mous. Members meet once a week
and rarely see each other the rest of
the time. Yet the groups are s()
small it's easy lor the wonren to
relax and get to know each other
quickly.

It's been a long time coming, but
if a change is going to come. now is
when to begin it. My present fan-
tasies are of an army of lesbians,
heavily armed with information and
support from each other, launchin_q a
real attack against male chauvinism
and antihomosexualism, by exchang-
ing education and moral support
with heterosexual women. Let's go
to it.
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Arpects of Anarchy:
I SENNA HOY

"1, a mere poet, precede you
In smashing old Earths . . ."

(Senna Hoy, Poem
from prison)

On April 29th 1914, twenty-nine-year-
old Johannes Holzmann died of tubercu-
losis brought about by starvation in a

Warsaw prison. His body was brought
back to Berlin by some friends and
buried on May llth. For more than half
a century Holzmann was totally forgotten,
deliberately ignored. Now. i1 is almost
impossible to piece together his life, but
it is certain that his influence on his
followers was considerable and his con-
tribution to the Anarchist m^ovement
large.

Of his early life nothing is known. He
was probably a native of Berlin because
he is mentioned as a member of Heien
Blavatsky's theosophical circle in 1903.
Early the following year the nineteen-
year-old, sickened with Wilhelmine Ger-
many and the half-hearted opposition of
the Social. Democrats to it. adopted the
pseudonym Senna Hoy (his Christian
name turned backrvards) and started to
publish a weekly libertarian magazine,
Kuntpf (Struggle). Despitc continual
police raids and official harassmetl. the
circulation of Kotnpf leaped to 10.000
in 1905, a remarkable flgure for l-hose

days. In February 1906 Holzmann ceased
to publish Kantpl and rvent to Ritssia
in order to try and help the revolution
of 1905. He was arresled in Moscorv.
tortured and imprisoned. In 191 I he was
moved to the infamous "Citadel" gaol
in Warsaw. from thence in March 1912
to the criminal lunatic division (strange
echo of future Russian treatment of
libertarians!) where he died two years
later. fn a message smuggled out of
prison to his Berlin friends a month
before his death he stated:

"I merely regret every crime I wasn't
able to commit."

Katttpl is f ull of prophesies. In 1904
it warnecl of a future "*ar with England"
It prophesied also that the organisation-
mad SPD would wholeheartedly endorse
that war, and that Germany would head
for eventual total catastrophe. The en-
suing forty years have proved Holzmann
right. Holzmann also had a lot to say
which is relevant in 1970. In 1905 he
warned:

lJnivcrsities are becoming str.rd-farms
for police spies; the Chancellor of the
Reich is a clown who consorts with
Ahlwardt and Piickler (trvo noted anti-
semites-M.J.) in wooing the crazed
support of crowds dominated by their
worst instincts. In Germany. sham-
constitutional Germany. in which Rus-
sian police methods are used. rvhere
free speech is stifled. where rve are
locked up. beaten up. where ''soldier"
means one who would shoot dorvn his
orvn father if ordered.

(KurrtpJ No. 15. 26.2.1905.)

In order 10 combat this state of aflairs.
Holzmann continually argr-red that wor-
kers should take their fate into their own
hands and sidestep the bureartcratic para-
l-vsis of the SPD-controlled Trade Unions.
Anarchists from the Kantpl group rvent
to the Rr"rhr in 1905 to elTect this. and a

national network hegzrn to grow which
hzrd si,mpathisers throughout Germany.
Miihsam and Landauer contributed to
Kturtpt'. poets and artists collected round
it who still stand as innovators, sttch as
Paui Scheerbart. who invented "sound-
poems". Else Lasker-Schi,iler and others.

Kurrtpl was a big achievement for a

nineteen-year-old, but in the end, action
counted more for Holzmann than words.
hence his departure to Russia. Although
he never came back to Berlin. his in-
fluence livcd on, notably in the work of
Franz Pfemfert (1879-1954). of rvhom
morc will be said. Pfemfert called Holz-
mann

- "A twenty-year-o1d political con-
science in Berlirr.', He did not go in
vain into the fight for freedom."

Mlrn IoNrs.

REFORM:

This can only be carried through on
the basis of the existing order and with
the means available inside that order. It
may modify that order. but cannot change
it, cannot overthrow it. Social Democracy,
as indeed all the other parties, recognises
this order.

Only ruthless economic struggle punches
through these barriers and totally tran-
scends the preSuppositions of order, and
it therefore seems the proper, the only
proper means which must lead to a
social, and therefore political, meta-
morphosis.

The most concentrated form of econo-
mic struggle is the general strike, and the
basis for a general strike is as follows:

Boundless development of the indivi-
dual, unconditional development and
education of the masses. Let this be our
path!

(Kampf , 17.2.1905.)

FREEDOM:

The first. most important step towards
attaining healthy conditions must be the
secession of intelligent pioneers from
capitalist society, as Gustav Landauer
just mentioned in a recent Zionist meet-
ing. Only then can we begin to think
about freeing the working class.

(Kanrpf , 21.4.1904.)

POEM

(smuggled from Prison in 1914)
What does it mean to have lired, felt,

known, wanted, sown, reaped? ..

Soon I will be no more and the world-,'
who knows?-will last for eons; e

Deeds there are, which I havn't done,.
thoughts :

Burn-which I havn't ripened yet.
Pain. whips. which havn't tonuted
Laughter resounds, which L havn't'

laughed.
There go my gravediggers to their.work.

with
Pipes, jokes.
The last thought ices over in the brain,.

last
Desires shriek in the heart.
I regret every crime in my life that
I havn't yet committed
Every wish which I havn't realised
In my tife,
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